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Border troubles got a late start in the southeastern
section of Kansas. Territory. The tree-state cause had
attained a slight supremacy in the territory by the time
these troubles were well developed in Bourbon and Linn
Counties. This loss of the territorial government perhaps
made proslavery partisans more bitter and less reasonable
than they should have been. Some of the worst elements of
the earlier struggle in the north drifted into this section.
Examples of these can be given in George W. Clark and John
Brown. Others who lacked a proper respect for life and
property plus a distinct desire for someone else's property
came and found plenty of opportunities for their kind of
activities. This was a section of the frontier of that
time. It was typical of such a region in its lack of
respect for law and authority. The issue of proslavery
~. free-stateism offered good moral support for those
looking for an excuse for illegal acts. Also it gave
fanatics a feeling of diVinity in their bloody work. Again
John Brown is an example, and James ontgomery may be
another.
Much of these troubles seems to have been over claims
and horses rather than real political differences. There
were two centers opposing each other. Fort Scott was a pro-
slavery bulwark opposed to the free-state men in southern
11
Linn County and the Little osage Valley in Bourbon with a
proslavery flank at paris and Trading Post in Linn County.
This condition gave opportunities for conflict. This sit-
uation was suitable for those having base motives. Doctor
Jennison and the Reverend stewart made use of this fact.
Too often in a crisis such as this the conservative middle
group becomes helpless in the conflict between unreasoning
extremes of both sides. It was so here.
This section was unfortunate in Charles Hamilton's
revenge at the Marais des cygnes Massacre. John Brown came
to top off the bad luck this region was having. These plus
a dislike for the Federal District Court at Fort scott--a
dislike that might be justified to a certain degree--could
not help but result in disputes. Neither side had all the
devils.
Much of the material for this study came from local
histories. The publications of the Kansas state Historical
society have aided very materially. use was also made of
other secondary works that had something to do with these
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INTRODUCTION
Attention had been attracted to the border troubles
in the southeast corner. 'of Kansas Territory by the Marais
des Cygne a Massacre in May, 1858.
This southeastern section had been quietly developing
its own series of border troubles. Bourbon and Linn Counties
were perhaps the center of these troubles in southeastern
Kansas. It is with the border troubles in these two counties
from 1854 to the end of 1860 with which this present study
is concerned. These counties, are in the first tier of
counties west of Missouri. Bourbon at present is the third
county north of Oklahoma (in that period those two south
counties were one) and Linn lies immediately north of Bourbon.
These two counties were created by acts of the Bogus Legis-
lature. Bourbon County is drained in the south by the
Marmaton River together with its tributary, the Drywood
creek, and in the north by the Little osage River. The Mar-
maton receives the Drywood after crossing the state line
and then flows into the Little Osage. The northern and the
eastern portions of Linn County shed their surface water run-
off by means of the Marais des Cygnes (Big osage) River.
Tributaries of the Little Osage take care of part of tha
drainage in the southern section of the county. The Little
osage finally merges with the Marais des Cygnes some distance
over in Missouri. Thus settlement and movement from Missouri
were favored by topography.
-3-
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These two counties had been divided into Indian
reservations along with the rest of this country. The
Cherokee Neutral Lands reached from the southern boundary
of Kansas north to include the southern six-mile strip of
Bourbon County. North of that was the New York Indians'
Reservation which ran up into the Little osage Valley
slightly over into Linn. Each individual member of these
tribes from New york was to receive 320 acres of this land
upon application. but only thirty-two persons applied for
patents. Finally in 1860 President Buchanan transferred
this land back to the public domain. All of the territory
in these counties had been part of the home land of the
osage Indians when the government assigned the land to the
various tribal reservations in the 1830's. The iami
Reservation included nearly all of Linn County.
Linn received its name from United states Senator Lewis
F. Linn of Missouri, while Bourbon was the namesake of the
county of the same name in Kentucky.
profess~r Spring has compared the border troubles in
the southeast with those around Lawrence:
Geographically the capital events of Kansas histor~
in the territorial days covered a narrow space. With
Lawrence for a centre, the revolution of a radius thirty
miles in length would include them all. Yet the South-
east, embracing Bourbon, Linn, and Miami counties,
though contributing little to the ultimate results of
-5-
the atruggle, is not destitute of picturesque and
sanguinary exhibitions ot border lawlessness. l
By 1856 all excuse for border troubles had really
ended tor the free-state forces were undoubtedly in a
majority by that time. The proslavery interests could not
hope to check the ever increasing flood of immigration
from the North. But this fighting was to continue until
1865.2 The main border troubles did not come until after
1856. Yet these troubles in that section were of sign-
if icance • Lelli s speaking before a mee ting of the issouri
state Historical Society commented:
Any catalog of violence on the border must show
that the acts of invasion and attack were mainly by
the ,4lssourians before 1861 and mainly by Kansasn
after the Civil War had begun. The tide of aggressions
began to turn in 1859 when the J yhawkers, Kansas free-
booters or gallant knights, depending upon the pre-
judices of those who described them, got the upper hand
in guerrilla warfare in the vicinity of Fort scott. 3
The Osage Indians seem to have stayed in this land
during this period of border troubles. A writer spoke of
these at Trading Post in 1857J "There were many osage Indians
here at the time. They were ood natured and friendly and
never made any trouble for the whites." The same author later
speaks of a band of Osage camping at a spring in Linn and
regards it as being commonplace and that the numerous osage
1. L. W. Spring, Kansas (Boston, 1906), 237
2. Uoyd Lelli s, "propaganda and the Kansas-.11ssouri war,"
I issouri Historical Review, XXXIV (ocotber, 1939), 10
3. Ihid., 10
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and jiami Indians were good neighbors.4
The two counties were located in such a position that
free-state immigration would have to come through issouri
or down from the north throu h northeastern Kansas. Of
course Missourians would not encourage free-soil settlers
on their way to this section. If they came by way of north
Kansas, they were likely to locate near the better known
free-state settlements in that section. As a consequence
most of the early settlers in these two counties probably
lere in sympathy ~ith slavery.
Fort Scott in ourbon County was a proslavery center.
A local historian has painted the importance of Linn
County as follows:
Linn County was the key to their slave interests
strategy and was necessary to the slavery scheme.
on the north iami county was yet occupied by Indians,
and on the south Bourbon County was the seat of the
Federal Court and the Land Office which with all
their pOi/ers and organized functioning llere promoting
in every way possible the desperate adventures of the
slave owners and their murderers. Linn County was the
back door throu h which they were to sneak and possess.
Even after they had lost the northern part of Kansas
Territory they evolved the new scheme of acquiring
possession of the southern half of Kansas and setting
up slavery as an institution in a new state to be created
here and to control the great India~ Territory on the
south for a future similar purpose.
That writer has a deep free-soil bias and seems to
4. W. A. Mitchell, Linn County, Kansas (Lacygne, 1928),
117-127
5. Ibid., 13
oversimplify things. But a correspondent of the Kansas
Association of South carolina in a letter from Platte City,
issouri, seemed to have had the same idea that this south
section could be made into slave territory more easily than
the northern part. 6






















At the beginning, of the territorial period we find
the proslavery people in undisputed majority in both Bourbon
and Linn Counties. The main settlement in this district was
at Fort scott which had been eatablished as an army camp on
the military road between Fort Leavenworth and Fort Gibson
in 1842. It had been abandoned as a,fort just before Kansas
became a territory, but the government bUildings were occu-
pied by the few settlers staying there. The county seat of
Bourbon was located here as was also the Federal Land Office
and a Federal Court. One of the Federal employees who was
to have a prominent part in proslavery activities was George
Clark. This man had been the United States Indian agent to
the Pottawatomies and had murdered a free-state man, Thomas
W. Barber, in December, 1855, during the Wakarusa War. 1
National attention was called to the affair and ,John G.
Whi ttie r wrote the poem, "Burial of Barbe r". Almo st a year
to the day later the national administration remov.ed Clark,
but he had enough influence to receive an appointment to the
Fort Scott Land Office. 2 Nearly two years later a letter




signed "osage" appeared in the Leavenworth Journal which
said:
George • Clarke, a pet in the Land Office at
Fort Scott, was the real cause of all the troubles
in that region, and a company of dragoons had to be
stationed there to protect gim from the merited venge-
ance of an outraged people.
One of Bourbon County's local historians has described
Clark as follows:
G. W. Clark was at heart a bad man. His methods
were sneaking and underhanded. He held his office
under false pretenses and under a false name, the
records of the Land Office bearing his name as Doak.
He planned and instigated more devilment among his class
of rabid proslavery men than any other man on the
border.'
Another land office employee Who was a proslavery
leader was former Governor of . ichigan Epaphroditus Ramson.
One contemporary observer notes that as Governor of Michiga~,
he had been an anti-slavery man and had sent free-soil
messages to the state legislature and had called proslavery
men, "Southern Slave- lhipping Ras~als". After failing to
gain Lewis Cass' place in the Senate by a secret agreement
with the higs, he came to Kansas as an employee of the land
office at Fort Scott. Suddenly he became violently proslav-
ery and received the nomination for Congress for the pro-
slavery party against the Free-State party. Many proslavery
men refused to vote when Governor Ramson's former views
3. Ibid., 243
4. T. F. Robley, History ~ Bourbon County, Kansas!£ the
Close £! 1865, (Fort Scott, 1894), 210
-11-
became known. and therefore allowed the election of the
free-stater. 5 Many ano.ther border ruffian used Fort Scott
as headquarte rs. Among the se was Joe pr ice vlho las a small
man from Arkansas with a disfigured bird-like face. John
Brown once, when Price was his prisoner at osawatomie, not-
iced this feature and labeled him the "Arkansas Snipe". and
the 'name stuck. 6
ost of the settlers were sympathizers with slavery.7
Slave-holding issouri was on the east and the slave-holding
Cherokees were on the south. To the north and west was
wild Indian land. The War Department in ay of 1855 sold
the buildings of the old fort at Fort Scott. This place
was a trading center of the Cherokees and other Indians.
While this section was settled by uissourians. most immigrants
from that state to the territory bought few slaves because
of the expense. ny of those cared little about the terri-
tory but feared that it would be settled by slave stealers
and that it would offer a haven for fugitive slaves. 8 A
5. William p. Tomlinson, Kansas in Ei hteen Fifty-eight
(New York, 1859), 236; the sketch on Governor Ramson in
George Fuller's Governors of the Territory and State of
M1chigan (Lansing, 1958), ~-~a1so suppor~this view of
hlS record as governor of Michigan
6. C. W. Goodlander, Early Days £! Fort Scott (Fort Scott,
1899), 22-23
7. Spring, £E. ~., 238
8. Lewis, loco cit., 10
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large percentage of southern settlers, including those from
Missouri, in Kansas finally voted for free-soil. 9 There
were about thirty slaves in Fort Scott and vicinity in the
spring of 1857 and they ware sold as late as August, 1857,
when a Negro woman was sold for 500. 10 An inventory of
an estate filed February 1, 1859, listed one Negro wench,
one boy, and a girl. These were valued at $600, $400, and
$300 respectively.ll An inventory and appraisement of an
estate on March 10. 1856. revealed a Negro boy worth $500,
a Negro girl valued at $400, and a trunk and~ontents priced
at six dollars. This property was sold on April 5, 1856. 12
An able-bodied slave in Missouri in the last part of the
1850's could still be sold for $1.000 or $1.500. 13 There
was a slave at Chout~au's Trading post on the arais des
Cygne about 1845. 14 TWo free Negroes came to Fort Scott in
1858 and were the first ones there. 15 In 1857 when only
9. Ibid., and Spring, ~. ~., 43
10. Robley.~. ~•• 66-68
11. "Inventories, appraisments & Sales Bills, Probate court.
1854-'88, Bourbon Co., Kan. T. and Kans. State," (Bourbon
County Archives), 3-4
12. Ibid •• 32
13. Lewis, loco £1!., 8
14. Mitchell.~.~ •• 198
15. Goodlander.~.~•• 34
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three towns existed in Linn County (paris, Brooklin, and
Trading Post) they were all proslavery settlements. JUdge
Joseph H. Barlow of Paris oined several slaves as did James
Fox. Fox returned to issouri in 1858 when the county
became too much free-soil for him. Another man in the north
part of Linn owned a wench. 16 At this same time Governor
lalker in a private letter to President Buchanan estimated
that there were about 200 to 300 slaves in Kansas (spring of
1857).17
In the first part of this period these two counties were
isolated from the rest of the territory and had little of
the partisan troubles which infested the northeast part.
But some border ruffians did drift into Fort Scott. It was
merely headquarters and not a place of residence. These
border ruffians were Dr. Charles Hamilton, Capt. G. S. Ham-
ilton, Aliam Hamilton, 1. B. "Fort Scott" Brocker, G. W.
Jones, G. W. Clark. E. Greenwood. Sheriff Ben Hill, and
others. Their followers were usually "poor white trash"
who never owned or hoped to own a slave. lS Most of the
16. C. E. cory, "Slavery in Kansas", Kansas State Historical
Society, Transactions, VII, 2
17. James F. Rhodes, History of the United states, (New York.
1906) II. 273-274
18. Robley.~. ~., 51-53
-14.-
settlers from the South were "law abiding citizens" who
favored slavery. The few northern men ware different from
those to the north as they came without "aid". They were
mostly from Ohio, pennsylvania, Indiana, and Illinois.
They were not abolitionists neither did they want slavery
or free Negroes. 19 The people of Fort Scott were border
ruffians, proslavery Democrata, and free-state Democrats,
with two Republicans. The free-state and proslavery Demo-
crats were nearly equal in number, while the border ruffian
group was not large. Some of the border ruffians as well
as some of the quiet proslavery Democrats had been sent by
a man in Georgia named Titus. Therefore these were called
"Titus" men".20
A band of thirty from South Carolina under the leader-
ship of G. W. Jones arrived in Fort Scott in the spring of
1856. They were part of the company of men from South
carolina, Georgia, and Alabama under Colonel Buf~ord. This
main group totaling nearly 300 men stayed mostly at Westport,
Missouri. These men in Fort Scott pretended to be looking
for homes. A free-state man from South Carolina, Josiah
stewart, under the impression that they wanted to see the
19. Ibid.
20. Goodlander,.£E'.£.!l., 9 and 13
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country as a prospective location for a colony from South
Caroline, took them on a tour of the district. They, by
questioning, learned 1here the various settlers were from,
their views on current questions, arms and ammunition owned
by each settler, as ~ell as the kind of land in the locality.
Then in July, Jones and hi men started to visit t e free-
staters warning t em to leave the territory. Stock ~as
stolen, cabins burned and men bluffed by bein placed under
false arrest an taken towards Fort Scott. Then proslavery
men began to take the deserted claims. 21
Late in the summer of 1856 a squad came to Fort Scott
from the south calling themselves "Texas Ran ers". They
were well-armed and mounted. After wild talk for a fe 1
days they joined with some 0 G. W. Jones' South Carolinians
plus some Fort Scotters to 0 north to capture John Brown
at Osa7atomie. They were under the command of William
Barnes, G. ~. Jones, and Jes e Davis and were tb join General
Reid in his raid on osalatomie. hile camped near 1iddle
creek in the nort" of Lin County, only a few miles from
osawatomie, they were discovered by a band of free-state men
under Captain nderson, Shore, and Cline. Three or four •
volleys were exchan ed and t e proslavery men fled back to
21. Robley, £E. cit., 56-57; \. T. Andreas, History of the
State of Kan as (Chicago, 188~), 1066
-16-
Fort scott. 22 One Fort Scott man named Kline had been
killed at the first volley. He had started publishing a
newspaper. Southern Kansan. at Fort Scott but only two
23issues were out. The retreat became a rout with hats,
boots, coats, a black flag on which "Victory or Death"
was p~inted in red letters left behind. It was in the middle
of t e ni@ t When they arrived in Fort Scott with stories of
hordes of abolitionists coming. The Texas Rangers kept on
going and were never heard from again. The town was fright-
ened at prospect of fire and sword revenge upon the tovm,
and the citizens sought refuge for the ni ht. One group hid
some distance out of town heard rumors. that the town was
being burned and the citizens murdered, and the aroup had
a prayer meeting which lacked not for fervor. EVidently no
pursuit had been made of the retreating band as no enemies·
came near Fort Scott that night. 24 A clipping from the
Pleasanton Observer, Saturday, ~arch 22, 1879, reports that
lissourians were held responsible for the invaders and that
two of these men were wounded, one of which was captured and
died in a few days at osawatomie. The free-stata men suffered
22. Robley, £E. £!!•• 57
23 • .!El£., 58
24. Spring, £E. cit., 239
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no 10sses. 25 The eleven prisoners taken by the free-staters
were released the next day on promise to never again take up
arms against any settler. 26 This battle site is still known
as "Battle Hill".27
Old Squire Redfield and his family lived on Drywood
creek between Fort Scott and evada, Uissouri. This old
man had settled here in Mis ouri in the 1830's as a mission-
ary to the Indians. At this time his home was a stopping
place for people going to Kansas. 28
The election for dele ate to Congress from Kansas las
held November 29, 1855. The district with Fort Scott as a
voting place was about fifty by one hundred miles. John A.
lhitfield, the proslavery candidate, received the entire
105 votes at Fort Scott. He was elected. Robley reports
that "Whitfield resided in issouri at that time and made no
pretense of being a citizen of the territory".29
The election of members of the territorial legislature
was held Friday, March 30, 1855. No protest of fraud was
25. Linn countf scrap Book, I (Kansas State Historical
Soc ie'tY'Li brary
26. J. N. Holloway, History of Kansas, (Lafayette, Indiana,
1868), 285-286
27. ~1tchell,.£E. cit., 195
28. Goodlander,~. ~., 49
29. Robley,~. cit., 35
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filed but "Nevertheless this election was grossly fraudu-
lent ••• Most of the votes came from the covered wagons
camped on the Marmaton bottom. 'for one day only.' which
Judge !argrave said. 'just swam over from Missouri,".30
Joseph C. Anderson was elected to the lower house from
Bourbon County and "was never a resident of the district
from first to last n • 31 Big Sugar Creek precinct of the 5th
district cast seventy-four pro-slavery and seventeen free-
state votes out of ninty-eight total. Phillips estimates
that only thirty-two legal pro-slavery votes we~e cast. In
the Little Sugar Creek precinct of the same district.
seventy voted for the free-state candidate and thirty-four
for the slavery candidate. Phillips thought that all of
these votes were legal. Out of the 315 votes at Fort scott.
Phillips stated that only one hundred were legal. 32 Of
course phillips was the special correspondent of the ~
York Tribune for Kansas and wrote from the free-state stand-
point. These totals agree with those given by ilder. 33
30. Ibid. , 36
3L ~., 36-37
32. lilliam Phillips, The Conquest of Kansas ( Boston, 1856).
71
33. Wilder. £.E.. cit., 59
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Missourians justified this invasion of Kansas to protect
slavery in Missouri by the "sarpy elections" in Nebraska,
a little earlier, where citizens of Iowa went into Nebraska
Territory to vote and thus controlled railroad legislation.34
Henry Younger of Missouri, father of the Younger outlaws,
was elected to the Territorial Council to represent the
district of which Linn County was a part. He never lived
in Kansas. 35
A convention was called in pril, 1855, at Mound City
to nominate candidates to the legislature. It was controlled
by Missourians and free-state men were informed that the
question of slavery was not yet involved. James Montgomery,
recently from Missouri, had been elected secretary and had
unexpectedly come out for free-state principles. Colonel J.
p. Fox had made Montgomery secretary in the belief that he
was a proslavery man. Now Colonel Fox, the proslavery
candidate, was forced to pledge himself against slavery to
get Montgomery's support. Then the convention was adjourned
in order to et a larger attendance of actual settlers. At
the second meeting was a Colonel Coffey, an Indian agent,
Who tried to frighten free-staters by stating that Missouri
34. La wi 8., .!2.£. .21:l., 8
35. Mitchell, ££. cit., 45-46
-20-
would ship all their old Negroes over if Kansas became free
and that these Negroes would be equal to the whites. Mont-
gomery denied this, and Coffey asked him if he wished to
have his "daughter to ride attended by a big, buck nigger".
Montgomery then pointed to the mulattoes in slave states.
Montgomery nominated Colonel FOx, who received the vote of
the convention. 36
proslavery secret organizations were common. These
Blue Lodges, Social Bands, Sons of the South, etc., would
receive information of secret Indian treaties regarding
land from Washington. 37
Runners came in August, 1856, and warned free-state
settlers to leave within three days.38 Some free-staters
from North carolina were warned by a border ruffian friend
from their old home and others of a coming raid. They went
over to Missouri and camped for about two months and missed
Clark's Raid on Linn County.39 This was the first raid on
that county that was of importance. 40 A large band of
several hundred men had been gathered at west point, Missouri,
just east of Trading post, about the first of september.
36. Charles R. Tuttle, History of Kansas (Madison, Wisconsin,
1876), 420
37. Mitchell, £E. ~., 53
38. ~., 30-31
39. ~., 5~59
40. Wilder, £E. ~., l3a
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Command was taken by G. W. Clark of Fort Scott. The band
moved to the southeast towards Trading post and jound City,
destroying property as they went in a ten-mile strip. In
this swath free-staters' homes ere burned, cattle and
horses were stolen, and wagons and men were impressed to
carry a ay the plunder got from the burnt homes. lIitchell
maintains that "in this raid they [91ark's me~ violated
women".41 A half-dozen houses could be seen burning at one
time from Brooklin that night. Crops and fences were
destroyed. 42 After camping at Trading post a party of
fifty of Clark's men returned after dark to one home whose
owner had been gone durin the day and who had earned their
special hatred. As he was still gone, they cut off the
some of his chickens roosting nearby and burned his
The Barnes store and government po stoff ice las
44robbed and burned at Sugar Mound ( ound City). professor
leg s of
43cabin.
Spring tells us that:
An old soldier gave his impression of the raid be-
fore the Strickler Commission: I was in the Black Hawk
liar, and have fought in the wars of the Uhited States,
and have received two land warrants from Yashington
City for my services, but I never saw anything so bad
41. Mitchell, ££. £!l., 20
"42. Spring, ££. cit., 239-240
43. Mitchell, ££. ~., 195
44. ~., 36
-22-
and mean in my life as I saw under General Clarke. 45
Many of these settlers left~mporarily and returned the
next spring. Then rumors of new troubles circulated but
little hap ened to the settlers. 46
Free-state men began to take a different attitude the
spring after Clark's raid. Before they had been rather
fearful of the proslavery people. A new leader was organ-
izing the free-state settlers. He was James ontgomery.
First. ontgomery went to Uissouri. pretended to be looking
for a school. taught school for two weeks. and then disap-
peared. In that time he obtained a list of some people in
the Clark Raid. This "school-teacher" soon returned leading
a guerrilla band and captured twenty of the raiders and
relieved them of money, weapons. and horses. ontgomery
forced many proslavery men to return the claims from which
free-state men had been forced. ~any of these were on the
Little Osage River in Bourbon County.47
Montgomery and some of his neighbors organized a secret
band which would gather in an attic of a house near Sugar
45. Spring. ££. cit •• 239-240
46. Mitchell. ££. £!l., 199
47. Hildegarde Herklotz. "Jayhawkers in ~issouri". Missouri
Historical Review. XVII (April. 1923), 270
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Mound. This group pledged themselves to give life and
property in mutual-aid. New members ~ere soon admitted.
The password at night was "Up l Up l
48Up l" Three rifle
shots called a meeting immediately at ontgomery's home.
Next Montgomery had headed a group of his men who went to
the farm of Briscoe Davis, one of the "county judges"
(county commissioners). This proslavery leader was at home
and was told to "get out". About the same time an English-
man, Dr. Barton Robinson, arrived in the locality and of-
fered to buy DaVis' well-improved farm. A short time
later Montgomery checking up on Davis'S leaving found the
En lishman in possession. 49 Davis, an ardent proslavery man,
had earned the hatred of free-state men by being one of the
first county officials of Linn County, and who had served
on a number of posses which had warned free-state people to
leave. He had helped burn their cabins if they had failed
to observe the warning. 50 Governor John W. Geary visited
Linn County in october, 1856, on his way to Fort Scott.
lhile camped south of Sugar ound (Mound City), he was noti-
fied of a robbery committed in the home of JUdge Davis.
Geary visited the scene of the robbery and issued a procla-
4e. Mitchell, £E. ~., 17-18
49. Ibid., 49
50. Mitchell, £E. cit., 49
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mation offering a reward of two hundred dollars "for the
apprehension and conviction of the person or persons who
committed the robbery upon the defenseless females at the
house of Judge Davis, in Linn County". 51
Trading Post's saloons made gathering places for the
border ruffians. Montgomery and some of his company went
to Trading post and started the people inside those saloons
,alking toward Missouri without their guns. Not a shot
was fired. Then the heads of the whiskey barrels were
smashed lith an ax, alloling the liquor to run nearly a
52hundred yards down the old military road.
This James Montgomery was a preacher in the Christian
("campbell1 te") Church who had been born and educated in
northeastern Ohio. His ancestry went back to a scot high-
lander by way of DUblin, Ireland. His grandfat er was a
brother of General Richard ontgomery of the American Rev-
olution. [ontgomery taught school (tutor on plahtations)
for years in the Licking iver valley in Kentucky and
married a irl from there. Then in 1854 he and his wife
left in a canoe and arrived at . estport, issouri, in late
summer. They went to Bates County, Missouri. During the
51. "Executive inutes of overnor John ~. Geary." Kansas
State Historical Society, Transactions, IV. 1890, 620
52. itchell,~. ~., 21-23
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winter he bought a claim across the line in Linn County
from a proslavery man. 53
Some one of the numerous "posses" roaming the country
had burnt lontgomery's home early in 1855, while he and
his family looked on. Later his livestock was stolen,
and he was warned to leave. The family slept on the floor
so as to be below the level of gunfire for once in a while
bullets would hit the house. 54 ontgomery, aided by his
band of men, l1ent into nearby timber and cut large oak
and walnut logs eight feet in length. Then the logs were
split and hewed into a thickness of eight inches with a
tenon six-inches long cut on each end. The site of the
new cabin was on a hillside with a wide view. A stone
foundation was laid with 24-foot logs on it. hen the tim-
bers which had been dressed in the timber were mortised
into these logs. These timbers stood on end side by side
with another mortised log on top. Augur holes and oak pins
were used to hold the logs together. This was a log house
much bigger than the average at that time and was pract-
ically bullet proof. very little noise was made putting
the house together. It was equip ed with portholes. A
53. itchell, £E. cit., 15-17; Dictionary £! American
Biography (New York:-I933), XIII, 97
54. itchell, £E. ~., 17-18
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secret tunnel had been dug be ore and filled up just before
the building. Then it was secretly reopened after llont-
gomery took possession of the house. The hill came to a
point about a hundred feet back of the house and lookouts
were frequently stationed there. 55 This home of Montgomery
was familarly known as Fort lontgomery.
Montgomery was "an ardent Topeka man"56 and was elected
a member of the "state Senate" under the Topeka Constitution
in 1857. 57
uch of the trouble was to come from claim-disputes. 58
This was only natural in a frontier community because of
lack of accurate boundaries in some instances and also to
a lack of adequate and effective law enforcement. In add-
ition Bourbon and Linn Counties had the squatter sovereignty
issue with which to contend. hen settlers of one faction
•
were driven off their claims. some settlers of different
political affiliations might occupy them. Then 'upon the
return of the original owners, came protests against these
claim jumpers. Of course those in possession contended that
the claims had been abandoned and that therefore they were
55. Ibid •• 18-19
56. Tomlinson.~.~•• 189
57. Dictionary £! American Biography. XIII. 95
58. Charles Robinson. The Kansas Conflict (New york. 1892).
~l
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rightfully in possesaion. Also "the authorities knew so
little about boundary lines" that Linn County controlled a
three mile strip of Miami County territory up to 1858 in-
cluding elections, taxes, etc.59 Probably arguments over
claims and their boundaries could easily come about.
Also land titles were not good. Bourbon County was in
the New York Indian Reservation or in the Cherokee Neutral
Lands. The first, which included the northern four-fifths
of the county, was not thro n open for settlement until
186060 and the latter in 1866. 61 The Miami Reservation of
which Linn was a part was not entirely opened for settlement
until 1868 although a start had been made in 1854. The free-
state town of oneka north of Uound City had been paralyzed
because it las on the iami Indians' land and the town
company had found it impossible to give title to 10ts. 62
When the United states Government sold the buildings of the
old fort at Fort Scott in 1855, it had not given title to
59. Clip ing from Pleasonton Observer, larch 22, 1879, in
Linn Coun y Scrapbook, I, 27 (Kansas State Historical Society
Library)
60. Heloise Abel, "Indian Reservations in Kansas and the
Extinguishment £! their Titles", Kansas Historical-sDcrety,
Collections, VIII, 84.
61. ~., 106
62. itchell, £E. cit., 137
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land for that land was Indian land. 63 The government
issued patents to thousands of acres of land before the New
York Indians' land was declared open in 1860. 64 No land
office could function before the land had been surveyed.
In the meantime claims were often filed with the Surveyor
General, and these records were to be tra sferred to the
regular land office when it was open. But many difficulties
could be found in records. Lecompton Land Office received
the first filing made in Kansas in May, 1856. 65 Thus many
claim disputes could naturally rise without a political
issue. That would cause more conflict, and human nature
being what it is, this would likely be used for a cloak
for genuine claim-jumping.
The proslavery people were wsll organized at first,
but there were few free-state people in the southeastern
section. 66 proslavery men from Fort Scott settled a site
on the Neosho River in Allen County and called 1't Cofachi ui.
A number of raids were made in the summer of 1856 on the
63. Ralph Richards, "The Forts of Fort Scott and the
Fateful Borderland", Fort Scott Tribune, February 13, 1941
64. Ibid., February 13, 1941
65. Everett Dick, The Sod-House Frontier, 1854-1890 (New
York, 1937), 21 ---
66. Spring, £E. cit., 238
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free-state people of the Neosho valley. Also speakers
were sent to rally the proslavery supporters. ·Judg~ R.
G. Roberts, a native of cedar County, Missouri, stumped
southern and western
settlers with fairly
Missouri for funds and proslavery
67good results. Nightriders from Fort
scott reached up the Neosho valley as far as the vicinity
of the present town of Emporia. 68 One of these proslavery
men, Tom Addis, had been forced out by fellow proslavery
men and had fled to tiami County and labeled himself an
abolitionist. There he formed a band to retaliate against
his enemies. This band stole in Neosho valley and finally
murdered a woman in eptember, 1856. As a result of these
activities, the settlers of a portion of the Neosho valley
consisting of twelve families fled to Fort Scott as refugees~9
ost of the thirty-one New York Indians who took allot-
ment of their reservation land as provided by treaty were
driven out by proslavery people for their claims. 70
Montgomery's free-staters were perhaps one of the first
guerrilla bands. Many of the border ruffians were fine
~
67. Richards, .!.2.=. • cit., [arch 1, 1941
,j) 68. Ibid., arch 4, 1941
tJ)
69. ~., arch 5, 1941..t-
70. Ibid. , March 8, 1941
-~-
young men with an overflowing love of adventure,71 and
undoubtedly some of this same element entered into free-
state organizations also. professor Spring thinks that the
jayhawkers lere superior devils to the 1 issourians. 72 Ha
speaks of this development of jayhawking:
Free-state men in the southeast, comparatively
isolated, having little communication with Lawrence,
and consequently almost wholly without check, developed
a successful if not very praise-worthy system of retal-
iation. Confederated at first for defense against pro-
slavery outrages, but ultimately falling more or less
completely into the vocation of robbers and assassins,
they have received the name--whatever its origin may
be--of jaYha~kers.73
A protective society was formed on the Little osage in
1856 after the murder of a settler named Hedrick. He was
called to the door of his home from the bedside of his sick
wife and shot. Then two neighbors, a Mr. Denton and a Mr.
Hopkins, called a meeting of settlers at which a protective
society was formed. squire Jewell was the chairman of the
large meeting lith Hopkins, Jewell, and Denton as a committee
to draft bylaws. At a second meeting three days later, James
Montgomery was present. He endorsed the resolution whereby
the members of that organization pledged themselves to
71. Phillips, £E. ~., 111
72. Spring, £E. ~., 256
73. Ibid., 240
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protect all citizens in their rights of life and property
"irrespective of politics". Montgomery promised to aid
74them.
A letter writer signing himself as "Bourbon" in the
Herald of Freedom, July 8, 1858, tells of the "posses. in
Bourbon and Linn Counties:
There are in the Counties of Bourbon and LYnn a
small squad of vagabonds, numbering about ten, who
steal from either side indifferently, though pretend-
ing to be Free state. Capt. ont omery has driven
them from his quarters and threatens to mete out summary
punis~§ent should he catch them in their disgraceful
acts.
The spring of 1857 saw a new free-state leader arrive.
He was Dr. Charles R. Jennison. He was a fUll-fledged
doctor just out of school at twenty-two and had selected
Mound City to begin practice. "He was a boyish young fellow
of sli ht fi ure, bro m hair, ith the mild sallow complexion
of the stUdent"76 who was to be a free-state leader. Mont-
gomery was the youngest leader up to this time. 'He as forty-
three. The other leaders and their associates were "Religious,
stern, puritanical in their rules of living." Jennison in
74. Robley, £E. £!l., 85-86
75. Clip ing in Kansas Biography scrapbook (Kansas State
Historical Society Library), IV, 8-9
76. itchell, £E. cit., 189-190
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contrast was profane, a heavy drinker, a confirmed gambler.
He las to have little regard for pEoperty or life and las
to lead a group of similar spirits. 77 A. H. Tanner, an
ardent free-state man, gives his opinion of Jennison:
I've never liked him [poe. Jenniso!D over lell
for he deserted a crowd of us youngsters once on the
eve of what we supposed to be a conflict of arms. He
could do the talking for a company and the rest might
do the fighting; at least that is .hat we thought he
intended for us to do. 78
Montgomery in late 1856 went as a delegate to the
governor asking for aid for free-staters. The governor
refused to listen. Montgomery also visited Lawrence. That
city was unable to send men but did supply some arms. 79
one settler, as quoted by litchell, tells of conditions
in 1857:
In 1857 we began to raise some crops and prospects
were bri hter, but the troubles were still growing
worse. The men had to hide out ni hts for their lives
as the bushwhackers were out most at night--one Barty





and 296; Theodosius Botkins, "Among the
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78. A. H. Tanner, "Early Days in Kansas," Kansas State Hist-
orical Society, Collections, 1918, XIV, 227-228
79. Tuttle,~. cit., 421
eo. Mitchell,~. £!l., 31
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It vas not safe to have lights in the house after
dusk. It was considered proper to carry arms to church
and on business ••• a neighbor las called to the door at
night and shot. A short time later a call came at my
home to "come to the door on business".81
professor Spring tells us that:
In these agressions (following Clark's Raid in Linn
County] jayhawkers seem to have taken the lead, and they
established a freebooting reputation that fairly
intimidated proslavery adherents. The accounts of
marauding incursions from Missouri, which appeared in
contemporary prints, were mostly canards circulated
by jayhawkers as an excuse for their o"m depredations.
They occasionally dispatched a messenger to Lawrence
with a budget of exaggerated or manufactured pro-
slavery outrages, to keep alive their reputation as
strug ling, self-denying, afflicted patriots. 82
Free-state men at first had settled at Sugar Mound,
which was later to be called Mound City, and along Little
sugar creek. Moneka was another settlement north of Mound
City and as more violent in its free-statism than ound
City largely because of the quaker people which found City
had. 83 paris, the county seat of Linn, was the first colony
of Southerners in southeastern Kansas. It was Iocated on
Big Sugar Creek in 1854 by a group from Paris, Kentucky.84
Trading Post was extremely proslavery.85 Raytown established
81. ~.
82. Spring, £E. ~., 241-242
83. Botkins, loco cit., 431; itchell, £.E.. cit., 293
84. Botkins, loco cit., 429-430
85. itchell, £.E.. ~., 199
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in 1857 on the lower part of the Little Osage River in
Bourbon County was -enthusiastically Free state-. 86 Free
state immigration increased greatly in 1857 and 1858. This
stream of free-state settlers began in ay, 1857, and set-
tled the prairie of eastern Linn and northern Bourbon
Counties. Before this settlers had been mainly from western
Missouri and had settled along the creeks. 87 A new post-
office had been established at Trading post in 1857 taking
part of the territory served before by Paris. Eastern
capital was talking of a railroad along the old military
road from Kansas City to Fort Smith. 88 Tomlinson on his
visit to this section in 1858 noticed many new settlers
and many new houses in southern Linn and northern Bourbon.
ost of these newcomers were free-staters comin by way of
Iowa and Nebraska. 89 peace should have arrived in Kansas
by 1856 for free-state men were in control.90 Governor
Walker in a private letter to president Buchanan conceded
that free-state men lere a large majority.9l
86. Tomlinson, £.£.. £.!l., 123
87. litchell, £.£.• cit. , 270-271
88. Ibid. , 201
89. Ibid. , 22
90. Lewis, loco £.!l. , 10
9l. Rhodes, £.£.• £.!l•. II, 273-274
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In the sprin of 18 7 the associate justice of the
Territorial court who presided at Fort Scott resigned and
Joseph Williams replaced him on July 10.92 Jud~e Williams
swore out many warrants for Qutting timber on Indian land.
Nsarly every settler was guilty for the Indian titles were
not yet extinguished. A. H. Tanner, who came from Iowa
to Linn County in arch, 1857, is quoted by itchell on
these arrests:
only the wealthier classes were arrested, for money
was what these men wanted and a man too poor to pay
a fine was exempt. This thing \lent along in a small
way until the winter of 1857- 1 58, when the marshals
and deputies summoned large parties ••••..• with the
avowed purpose of ca turing r&ontgomery and his "out-
laws". These posses kept up their work during the entire
winter but accomplished little. A few skirmishes with
small armed bodies occurred thou h, but few prisoners
were ever taken. 93
In December, 1857, a delegation from Linn County went
to Lawrence to secure aid from James H. Lane, one of the
prominent free-state leaders in the territory. He was too
busy working against the Lecompton Constitution and was
unable to aid. But a small party headed by Captain J. B.
Abbott did come to Linn to investigate the situation.94
The october term of the united States District Court under
92. Richards, l££. ~., Uarch 7
93. Mitchell, £E. cit., 270
94. Spring, £E. ~., ?42
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JUdge Joseph lilliams, S. A. Williams, clerk, and J. H.
Little, deputy united states marshal had a number of free-
state men on trial for "claim cases". These usually went
against the free-staters. Often charges were false and bail
was excessive or refused.95 Montgomery selected some of
those for whom bail had been denied and offered $800 cash
bail for each. When this was turned down, ontgomery now
arrested a proslavery man in retaliation. This prisoner
was allowed to overhear plans for a rescue by Montgomery.
Then after this prisoner as fri htened a great deal, he
was allowed to escape. his action of Montgomery's did
brin some pressure on the United states Court at Fort scott.96
The free-state settlers of the Little Osage valley and
of Linn ounty no organized a squatters' court. The Abbott
party from Lawrence had only a short time before tried a
proslavery man on the charge of jumping a free-stater's
claim with impromptu squatters' court with jud e,' counsel,
sheriff, and jury as in a regular court.97
This s uatters' court set up by the settlers was against
the Federal Court at Fort Scott. Many proslavery men from
the northern and central parts of the Territory had drifted
into the southeast because of Governor Geary's peace policy.98
95. Robley, £:e. ~., 83
96. Tuttle, £:e. £.!.!. , 423-4~4
97. Spring, £:e. cit. , 242
98. Tuttle, £:e. £.!.!. , 424'
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That was causing new troubles. The squatters' court had
all the officials of a real court. Dr. Rufus Gilpatrick
of Anderson served as judge with Henry Kilbourn as sheriff.
The jud e was labeled "John Brown". As no Bible was avail-
able, witnesses lere sworn in on Dr. Gunn's Family Physician~9
One case lias tried when a free-state man, Beason, complain-
ed that some men were butchering his hogs. The court
arrested these men red-handed. The butchered hogs went to
the court for expenses, lhile the men paid for them. This
made one of the uilty men sell his claim to raise this
money.100
I!arshal Little lIas ordered by Judge Williams to dissolve
this squatters' court. He found the court meeting at Fort
Bain on the Osage River near I issouri. 10l The court made
ready to fight, but told Marshal Little that the Territorial
Legislature then in session had repealed all laws and that
a provisional government was in charge. Therefo're the
marshal and his posses returned to Fort scott. 102 A second
99. Ro bley • .£E. ci t •• 83
100. Holloday, .£E. ~•• 508
101- Robley, .£E. =.!!.,83-84
102. Spring, .£E. =.!!•• 243
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visit was made on December 16. This posse was met by
a committee headed by D. B. Jackson under a flag of truce.
Little demanded surrender or he ~ould fire on the court.
Also he warned them that he represented the United states
Government. he truce party warned the Marshal of the
consequences of such actions. Marshal Little made his attack
and was repulsed after several volleys. Some of this posse
had viewed the trip as a lark. This beaten posse fled back
towards Fort scott, carrying their lounded with them. Little
returned the next day with a larger posse only the find the
court gone. 103 Rumors of this attack swept over the
Territory and the story grew as it spread. 104 Soon the
court returned to Fort Bain and then soon adjoUrned. 105
As one illustration of these claim disputes, one can
use the Hardwick ~. Denton claim trouble. James Hardwick
came from north Alabama in 1856 and settled on the Little
osage in Bourbon County. He had $4000 in cash which he
invested in claims. A former neighbor of his in Alabama,
Isaac Denton, had settled some time before in Vernon County,
103. Ibid. 243-244j Robley, £E. ~., 84-86
104. Spring, £E. £!l., 244
105. William E. Connelley, History of Kansas (Chicago, 1928),
II, 583
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Missouri. He and his son James Denton came over to Bourbon
County in the winter of 1857. They settled on one of
Hardwick's claims by permission. All were proslavery men
and very good friends. In March Hardwick asked the Dentons
to vacate the claim. The Dentons refused and maintained
that Hardwick had no good title to the claim. 10G Hardwick
made threats. Shots were fired into the Denton's cabin and
the Dentons left. 107 The case was taken to the Squatters'
court and Denton's side was upheld for the claim had be-
longed to a free-state man who had been driven off and the
squatters' law allowed the person actually in possession
to hold it. Hardwick had to pay court costs and damages
consisting of a good horse and fi ty dollars in cash. TWo
members of this court at the time, according to Holcombe,
were preston B. plumb and James H. Lane, both of whom were
later United States Senators from Kansas. Feelings ware
running high, and Hardwick accused the Dentons of "insulting
women of the neighborhood". A countercharge of Hardwick's
attempt to "bushwhack" old man Denton las made by the Dentons.




In March Denton was called to the door and there was
Robley, ~. ~., 85
Robley, ~. cit., 85
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slain. l08 Hardwick claimed to have been in Kansas City at
the time, but he fled to Dade County, issouri. Conrad
Travis, a friend of Hardwick, whose claim was also on the
Little Osa e, was arrested, tried, and acquitted by the
squatters' court. Travis on his way home from the court,
April I, 1858, stopped at the home of a riend, Dr. James
Riley Wasson. That night bush hackers raided Wasson's place,
killed Travis, wounded Wasson, and stole much of asson's
property.l09 Dr. lasson was taken by is brother to Dade
County, Missouri, where in a ew months he recovered and
came back and settled in Linn County.110 Some believed
that this was done by James Denton, some suspected ont-
gomery's men, and some thou ht that it was merely raiding
bushwhackers. lll A free-state man, a frien of the Dentons,
was murdered the same ni ht. 112 Another son, John Denton,
had been employed on the plains by Rus~ell and ajors, a
frei hting firm operating across the plains. In the summer







While on the \Jay back to Kansas, Hard\ ick escaped
Holcombe, History £! Vernon County, 207
Ibid.; Robley, £E. cit., 8 -86
Mitchell, £E. cit., 35
'obley, £E. cit., 86; Holcombe, ~. cit., 207
Holcombe, £E. ~., 207
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according to Denton's story. Some settlers on the Little
osage trailed with dogs and found the corpse of Hardwick.
Indignation against Denton was great. A justice of peace
warrant was sworn out for him. William Aarchbanks, a friend
of Hardwick and a constable arrested Denton at a store
near the state-line. A guard was kept over the prisoner
at the constable's home as reports flew that ontgomery and
men were on their way to rescue the prisoner. In time
Denton escaped and went to ontgomery for protection. That
was refused unless Denton was a free-soiler. Denton denied
being that. Marchbanks and John Denton met again at the
store in october, 1860, and the crowd prevented Denton from
killing MarchbAnks. Marchbanks left and shortly returned
with help and shot Denton from a distance. Marchbanks
had to leave the county to avoid lynching. 113
One of the men in Marshal Little'S posse that tried to
capture the squatters' court was James Rhoades, who was
employed in a sawmill on the larmaton. He left the posse
and started toward the mill, when he met a free-state man
named Weaver. Rhoades had been drinking and tried to
shoot Weaver; Weaver, who was unarmed, got the gun and
113. Holcombe,~. cit., 208-212
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killed Rhoades. 114
Another claim dispute at the time was the stone-South-
wood case. fi11iam stone had been driven off his claim
in 1856 and had found it occupied by Southwood, a Southern
Methodist preacher, upon his return. outhwood refused to
leave, and free-staters built another cabin on the claim
for stone and his family. I omen of the two families fussed
over the well. Now free-staters gave Southwood a certain
time to leave. Southwood got a band from Fort Scott to
come to his aid. They found a free-state party waiting for
them at the claim. Finally Southwood and friends retired. 115
At a meeting at Fort Scott, December 13, 1857, a vig-
ilance committee had been ap ointed. Also a militia company
was to be organized or an appeal was to be made to the
governor f~r troops. The vigilance committee plus the county
sheriff, John S. Cumming, and Deputy Marshal Little asked
Acting-Governor Stanton for United States soldieTs. 116 That
official on December 16 asked General i11iam S. Harney to
send troops to Fort scott. 117 TWo days later General Harney
114. Robley, £.E.. £l:l. , 84-85.
115. Ibid. , 82.
116. Ibid. , 88
117. Wilder, .£E. cit •• 201
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notified the acting-governor that troops would be sent as
requested by the acting-governor to insure a fair election.
Troops went to Doniphan, Atchinson, palmero, and Fort
scott. 118 captain Sturgis came to Fort Scott, December 21,
with companies E and F of the 1st united States Cavalry
and order was restored. 119 But troubles commenced anew when
the troops left, January 10, 1858.120
General James H. Lane had visited this section just
before the coming of Federal troops. H~ came to warn of
these soldiers, to investigate conditions, and to raise
a militia company under his authority as a Territorial
militia officer. This company was raised at Mound City.
He left after seeing that the Federal forces had passed on
to ard Fort scott. 121
118. Ibid., 202
119. Robley, £E. ~., 89
120. ~., 93-94
121. James H. Lane, Report of January 15, 1858, in Kansas
Territory House Journal, Extra session, 1857, 84-85
CHAPTER II
FREE-STATE SUPREMACY
lontgomery had retired to his farm in Linn County.
The Rev. John E. Stewart with a small band operated from the
north of the Little osage. They started stealing horses
from both sides and running them north. Some settlers left
and some went to Fort Scott. Jud e Williams asked the
governor for troops. Two companies of the 1st united states
Cavalry under Capt. George T. Anderson came February 26,
1858. Some men in Company I started stealing and labeled
themselves "free-stat men". Finally these men were dismissed
from the army. Now Montgomery took the field, and Stewart
and his band departed from the locality to avoid him. Steal-
ing "ceased for some time".l
In February, 1858, a free-state man named Johnson called
on .ontgomery for aid as border ruffians were stealing his
property. Montgomery went to arrest the offender.s. Timid
free-staters sent messengers asking these men to surrender.
Judge illiams and other authorities met ontgoaery outside
of Fort Scott and promised that the stolen property ould
be delivered at Barnesville in a few days; that the guilty
persons had fled. Then captain Anderson came with his troops
and these stolen goods were never delivered. The guilty men
1. Robley,~. cit., 100-102; Holloday, ££. cit., 512-513




returned within a tew days.2
The troubles ot 1858 gained the name of "Fort Scott
Difficulties".5 By June, 1857, Montgomery and his free-
staters had gained the up er hand in the border troubles of
his locality and many proslavery families were leaving the
country. !itchell quotes a settler:
In 1858 it was a common sight to see squads of
horsemen riding over the prairie without legitimate
excuse for their presence, and at such time families
left their homes after sundown and slept on the open
prairies, while the men would gather at the fords and
stand guard all night against invaders. 4
Tomlinson reports that men from Fort Scott had made
a drive on free-state men on the Little Osage, March 27,
1858, murdering one man and lounding others. 5
Many proslavery men scared out by stewart returned and
ordered free-staters to leave in 1858. But ~ontgomery
rallied free-state supporters. 6 Some of the settlers had
been burned out in Linn County because of being .subscribers
to the ~ york Tribune. 7 Fort Scott still was the pro-
slavery stronghold. According to Villard the Lawrence
2. Robley,~. ~., 94; Holloday, ~. cit., 511
5. Tomlinson,~. ~., ix-x
4. Mitchell,~. ~., 192
5. Tomlinson,~. cit., 195
6. Holloday,~. cit., 514-515
7. Nitchell,~. cit., 40-41
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correspondent of the Chicago Tribune wrote in April. 1858,
that "Fort Scott is the only place within the Territory
where the Border Ruffians now show their teeth." Further-
more some of the murderers that had operated else vhere
now showed up in Fort Scott and "became the leaders of
immigrants from southwestern tlissouri."8
pat Devlin. who is often given the credit for originat-
ing the term "jayhawker" , had a claim on the Little osage.
He had laid the foundation of a cabin for pre-emption and
spent his time in "jayhawking". This claim was jumped by
John Hinton and family. uring the winter pat Devlin came
by and found only the grandfather. an old man about 85, at
home, bed-ridden with rheumatism. Pat Devlin tore off the
roof and the alls down to the level of the old man's bed.
This left that helpless person exposed to the "weather.
alone and utterly helpless". Devlin was an "all-around
thief" of Jennison's band.9
In the spring of 1858 Dr. George P. Hamilton and two
brothers from Georgia helped to organize a group of border
ruffians as the "Bloody Reds". Official headquarters was
the estern Hotel, commonly kno\m as the proslavery Hotel,
8. oswald Garrison Villard. John Bro m (Boston. 1911), 352
9. Robley. £.E.• .s!!.• 95-96
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but they often met at the home of Thomas Jackson in Vernon
County, Missouri. This organization in the last of April
ordered George A. crawford. William Gallaher, and Charles
Dimon, free-state Democrats. to leave the town within twenty-
four hours. Despite threats of death. Crawford retorted.
"I don't exchange messages with horse-thieves".lO Crawford
and the other two gathered at the Free-State Hotel and
were promised support by their friends if it came to a fight.
Their friends also asked the army for help, and the officers
promised to be neutral. Twenty-five well-armed proslavery
men gathered at the Western Hotel and finally got. three
soldiers to join them. These soldiers were arrested the
next day and ordered back to the camp. The "Bloody Reds"
now gave up the siege and left town for the last time. ll
About this time "Doc" Jennison and the Reverend Stewart
and some followers called upon Van sumwalt. a proslav.ery
settler on the Little Osa e. and shot him. Jennison then
dressed the wound. 12
One proslavery man, Thomas Smith, near Brooklin was
driven out and went over to lissouri and settled between
Butler and the state line. Later a group went over to hang
10. "George A. crawford." Kansas State Historical society,
Transactions. VI; Goodlander, ~. ~., 22
11. Robley,~. ~., 110
12. ~•• 94-95
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him and found him at home dying of sickness. 13
One of the Hamilton brothers from Georgia was Charles
A. Hamilton who owned a number of slaves and a large log
house three miles east of Trading post close to the issouri
line. An old neighbor of his, {illiam Hairgrove, who was a
free-state man tried to visit him 1hen he first came but was
ordered off the place. Once in a while Hamilton would
talk to free-staters at the post-office. His nearest neigh-
bor was a proslavery man who was forced to leave and his
place was taken by a free-state man. This free-state neigh-
bor taught sChool over in Missouri and thus avoided Hamilton.
Hamilton's younger brother was studying law at Judge Barlow's
la office at paris. His older brother was a doctor at
Fort Scott and leader of the "Bloody Reds".14 Charles
Hamilton was a graduate of the university of Georgia. 15 His
home las the headquarters for proslavery people. 16 He and his
brothers had gone over into tissouri the fall of 1857 for the
winter. 17 Linn County appointed assessors to assess those
13. Mitchell,~. ~., 256-257
14. Robley, £E. ~., 109
15. Villard,~. cit., 348
16. Spring,~. cit., 244
17. Tanner, loco ~., 228
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people ho went across the state line for the winter and
returned in the spring to plant crops. Charles Hamilton
refused to pay taxes on his slaves, as he had feared for
their safety and had sent them back to Georgia. Finally he
very angrily paid about twelve dollars in tax. Later the
Hamiltons left and rumors ~ere that they planned to return
for revenge. 18
Hamilton also las believed to have stolen free-state
men's horses and to have sold them over in issouri. In
May he raided free-state claims on the Little osage and he
was ordered to leave as a consequence, but was later seen
around the neighborhood after dark. 19 One free-state man on
the Little osage accuse Hamilton of raping his ife ho
was alone at her home during this raid. 20
Hamilton had a disagreement ith Eli Snyder, a black-
smith at Trading Post, in April. Hamilton had stopped him
outside of Trading Post and demanded whare he was going.
He received no answer at first. Next the hot-headed South-
erner made threats to kill the blacksmith. Snyder had a
shot gun loaded with buckshot and ordered the Geor ian and
his companions to move on. 2l
18. Ibid.
19. Tomlinson, £E. cit., 64-65
20. ~., 102-104
21. ~., 64; Spring, £E. cit., 245-246
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Just before Hamilton left, Montgomery's spies got a
death list of seventy names made out by Hamilton. Unable to
get action from the county sheriff except for a promise to
protect the listed persons, ontgomery caught Hamilton at
his home. part of his men had been sent to get a howitzer
and extra rifles, when United states troops appeared on the
old military road which ran by the house. This caused
ontgomery to lift the 6iege. He left.o men to watch the
house. They were discovered the next morning and forced ~
jump over a cliff in order to escape. Next Montgomery made
attacks on the Marmaton west of Fort Scott in an attempt to
force Hamilton out into an open fight. 22
When Captain Anderson led a party of dragoons out
against the Jayhawker, ontgomery retreated westward. At
a ravine on Yellow paint Creek near the armaton ontgomery
and his men dismounted and made a stand. One soldier was
killed and three wounded. captain Anderson had his horse
shot from under him. The dragoons no\ retreated, met re-
inforcements, and continued the retreat back to Fort Scott.
ont omery's seco d in command was A. D. steven, known as
captain Whipple, iho was later killed at Harper's Ferry
with John Brown's band. This was the first time and also the
22. Tuttle, £E. ~., 427
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last time free-state men dared to fire on Federal soldiers. 23
Captain George T. Anderson was forced to resign in June as
a result. 24
Montgomery had obtained a howitzer from Lawrence that
had been brought from Illinois without mounting. This
"Old Betsy" is now in the state Historical Society's
collections at Topeka. That jayhawk leader intended to
force all proslavery men into Fort Scott and lay siege to
that town. Some proslavery men were warned, and they appeal-
ed to Captain Anderson at Fort Scott. They were told to
come to Fort Scott, if they lanted protection. 25 Montgomery
pushed his activities into .~issouri in May,26 and soon re-
tired to his farm. 27
Settlers of Trading post and vicinity had organized a
military company as rumors of bushwhackers ran riot. By
May 17 the demands of crops and the false lull caused the
settlers to disband the company. One of this company was
Hamilton's spy.28
23. Villard, £E. ~., 351
24. Villard, £E. cit., 351, 630
25. Tuttle, £E. ~., 425-426; Holloday, £E. cit., 512
26. Herklotz,~. ~., 271
27. Tuttle, £E. cit., 426
28. itchell,~. cit., 201
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Hamilton had warned Judge J. H. Barlow of Paris of a
coming raid. Nou he invited the Judge over to a caucus at
pappinville, tay 17. Judge Barlow served on the resolutions
committee and gave a minority report advising against an
invasion of Kansas. 'Ihen Hamilton and his men started,
Barlow asked them in a speech to withdraw and warned them
that the jayhawkers ware superior in rifles, and other arms.
A number did withdraw. Jud e Barlo on his way home avoided
the little Osage settlements and Trading post and failed to
give warning of the impending attack. 29 JUdge Barlow, be-
sides being a proslavery leader, was a personal friend of
James ontgomery. Montgomery saved his life several times
because of this friendship.30
A large group of proslavery people estimated by A. H.
Tanner as being over a hundred persons had left the terri-
tory by way of the arais des Cygnes. They intended to go
on to Jefferson City, but near Pappinsville their camp was
visited by Charles Hamilton.3l
29. Ibid., 212, 292-295; "Judge C. F. Trinkle Recounts
Famous h assacre to Kiawamians", Fort Scott Tribune, la 27,
1931
30. Ed. R. Smith, II Jarais des Cygnes Tragedy", Kansas State
Historical society, Transactions, 1900, VI, 367
31. Tanner, loco cit., 229
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Many of Hamilton's $en balked at the state line but
twenty-five or thirty did cross. All three of the Hamilton
brothers lere present. Eight or ten of the others were from
Fort Scott and more than this number were from 1 issouri. 32
The invaders arrived at Trading post about nine o'clock on
the bri ht May morning of ay 19. Several prisoners were
taken and released, but John F. Campbell was kept. 33 Now
turning eastward on the road toward 'est point, they met the
Rev. L. B. Reed talkin with illiam A. Stillwell and
patrick about a mile east of Trading Post. Next Amos C.
Hall was found sick at his cabin and was taken prisoner.
These men were herded afoot ahead of the horsemen. \ illiam
Colpetzer was found at his claim hich adjoined Hamilton's.
Now turning northward they captured Uichael Robinson and a
Charles Snider who had come from Illinois to visit his
friend, Robinson. hitting to the northwest the "Bloody
Reds" found ill1am Hairgrove and his son Asa working in
the fields. Austin W. Hall was next added to the group.
These prisoners were unarmed. Most of them were acquaint-
ances of Hamilton's and had taken no part in proslavery-
free-state contlict. 34 The Reverend Reed had been in Kansas
32. Tomlinson, £E. cit., 67
33. Smith, loco cit., 368
34. Ibid., 369
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less than a year35 and had earned proslavery hatred by
delivery fifty Sharp's rifles from ~lestport to lont omery.36
These prisoners were taken to a ravine, lined up, and shot.
Colpetzer was only wounded and beg ed for his life but was
killed. patrick Ross, ho had been driven off his Little
osage claim shortly be ore was shot again to make sure.
Austin Hall had been unhit and successfully feigned death.
Colpetzer, Ross, Campbell, Stillwell, and Robinson had been
slain. The rest had been wounded. Hamilton's men rifled
the pocketa of the men. 37 Stillwell had been in the
38
territory less than a month. Hamilton had tried to cap-
ture Samuel Nickel. He was not at home so the search was
made of his home. One of the searchers knocked a heavy
clock off of a shelf that fell into a cradle where a baby
was lying.39 One of the condemned men had requested permis-
sion to take a drink out of a small brook they lare crossing.
He had been told to "Wait, and get it in hell M • 40 Hamilton
35. "Letter of the Reverend Reed to the Rev. Nathan Brown,
editor of American Battist", La ~gnes Journal, Linn County
Scrapbook (Kansas Sta e Historical Society Library), I, 51-52
36. Mitchell,~. £11., 21
37. Smith,~. £11., 369
38. Tanner, loco £!l., 229




had specially wanted to take Eli Snyder, the blacksmith
with whom he had the trouble in April. Just before shoot-
ing his prisoners, Hamilton took a squad and went to cap-
ture snyder whose blacksmith shop and claim were located
nearby. Hamil ton sent three men down to the shop llhlle he
and the rest ~ayed on top of the hill overlooking the shop.
One of the men lent into the shop and told the blacksmith
that a man on top of the hill wished to see him. When
snyder stepped out and sa~ Hamilton and heard Hamilton
shout that at last he had him, he realized that he had been
trapped. Jumping quickly back into his shop, he saw that
another border ruffian had entered the shop through a place
left by a broken board and no was about to get hold of
his shotgun. The hu e blacksmith knocked him out of the
building lith his fist. Next he fired at the man who had
called him out. That man only partly up the hill in retreat
was wounded with the buckshot. Then Snyder gained protection
of a stone wall. One of his shots wounded Hamilton. nyder's
wife and daughter had been doing the laundry at the spring
in the ravine. The wife joined her husband and the daughter
went to the house and got her brother who had been asleep
at the house. He joined his father after brin ing a rifle.
Hamilton and his squad gave up the attempt to take his hated
enemy. Then that border ruffian joined the main group. At
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this time the prisoners were shot.41
Rumors of these murders began to radiate over the
countryside, and free-state men began to gather. 42 A man
came to Brooklin telling of the massacre. David Sibbett,
the postmaster and storekeeper, took a rifle and a bag of
buck shot and rode over the prairies west of Brooklin warn-
ing and arming settlers. He rode forty miles on this
errand. The next day the settlers began to gather at
Brooklin. These made up two companies and rode on toward
43Trading post.
Trading post was filled with men when Tomlinson arrived
at that place from Westport on a visit to the territory.
scouts found that Hamilton's men had split into several
groups, but they had tended toward West point. They also
reported ~ est point to be full of armed men. The best
scout on the border was believed to be a member of Mont-
gomery's band. A posse was formed under the sher~ff of
Linn County, regular territorial militia officers, and James
ontgomery which marched upon est point, Uissouri, in the
hope of finding some of the murderers. Tomlinson went
along and reports that the few cabins along the road had been
41. Ibid., 573-574
42. Tomlinson, ££. cit., 57
43. itchell, £.E. =.!l., 41-42
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deserted apparently because of the border troubles. 44
Tomlinson gives sixty or seventy men for the size of the
posse, but Villard in his biography of John Brown says
200.
45
west Point on a mound at the state line had a
clear vie of the Kansas prairies for several miles. The
expedition came into sight of the town in the late after-
noon and halted for conference. Lont~omery and some others
anted to surround the town and then search it. others
wanted to send messengers into the town telling of their
purpose and then make their search. The last method las
adopted, and none of the enemy was found. The posse was
then ready to go and returned to Trading Post late at
night. 46 ontgomery had ~en in Johnson County to the north
at the time of the 47massacre.
A meetin of the settlers was held at Tradin Post on
the morning following the return of the posse. Provisions
were made for a voluntary uard at Trading post to be
changed weekly, so that the settlers would not lose so much
44. Tomlinson, £E. ~., 78-80
45. Ibid., 79; Villard, ~. ~., 349
46. Tomlinson, £E. ~., 81-85
47. Robley, £E. ~., 111; Robinson, £E. cit., 399-401
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48
time from their crops.
The massacre shocked the entire border, caused a wave
of fear to arise, and threw a blight upon the proslavery
people. Especially was hatred directed towards Fort scott. 49
Also John Brown's Parallels and John G. ,fuittier's ~ sarais
de Cygne came as results of this mad mass murder. This last,
a poem, first appeared in the Atlantic Monthly for September
1858. Both proslavery and free-state organization went more
underground than ever. 50
Governor Denver feared retaliatory raids and sent Samuel
Walker of Douglas County to arrest Montgomery and anyone else
who might cause trouble. Feelings were running high and
everyone was excited and suspicious. 5l
A conference was called for west point on June 8. Six
delegates represented the troubled district in Kansas. Bates,
vernon, and Jasper Counties, Missouri, were represented by
about 200 men. A report was indorsed whereby each side pledged
its aid against invasion. Also aid was promised by the
Missourians in bringing the Marais des Cygnes murderers to
48. Tomlinson, £E. ~., 87
49. ~itchell, £E. ~., 296; Robley, £E. cit., 112-114
50. Mitchell, £E. cit., 52-53
51. Robley, £E. ~., 112-114
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jUstioe. 52 The people had been frightened by the raids of
May, 1858. ontgomery was popUlarly believed to have led
these thieving invasions of Missouri. Rumors told 0 Mont-
gomery's plans to olean out the territory and then attaok
53West Point and Butler in lissouri. issourians· we.re en-
oouraged by this oonferenoe. The K nsas delegates had been
suspioious of the large orowd they found in 7est point, but
they were surprised at finding very few border ruffians--
most of the orowd were of the better type of oitizen and
many of them were unarmed. 54 It was dusk before the Kansas
delegation returned to Trading post. The agreement signed
at West point was read to the orowd gathered there. General
approval and satisfaotion \lere expressed by the people there. 55
Another visitor to their region besides Tomlinson in
June, 18 8 tells us that ontgomery was "the guerrilla ohief-
tain, whose name was in every man's mouth throughout Kansas
and the neighboring states".56 He also notioed a "oertain
resemblanoe to John C. Fremont" in Montgomery.
52. Tomlinson, £l!.. oi t •• 225
53. Herklotz, 100. ~., 271
54. Tomlinson, ~. ~., 223-224
55. Ibid. , 225




ontgomery had a number of hostile visitors that
spring. Several times enemies had found him gone and had
waited for his return. At such times his wife ould go
out to milk in the nearby pasture. By the way she called
for the cows, Montgomery, hidden nearby after returning,
would know where she dropped a package of food. one
night ontgomery came crawling through the tall grass
when in reaching out he touched a boot. The man watching
the house was wearing the boot, and when ontgomery's
son came out, the man threw up a rifle on the chance that
it might be the guerrilla leader. And all the time the
hunted man was only a few feet away waiting for him to leave.
One group angry at not catching Montgomery took his wagon
apart, set it up again on t?P of the hill, placed a load
of hay on it, and set fire to the hay. It was intended
for the wagon to roll against the le~o of Fort Montgomery
and set it afire. But it hit a stone and swervea out of
its course. !.leanwhile lontgomery inside the house had to
let his lagon burn. 57
John Brown had planned a raid on the South only to
have information of this to leak out to certain officials
in Washington. AS the real destination of Brown's raid
57. Mitchell, ££. cit., 19-20
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was not revealed. he returned to Kansas in order to confuse
the governmental officials. Thus his designs upon Harper's
Ferry had to be postponed for a year. 58 Brown went to
Lawrence and became interested in tlontgomery in the south-
east. The last of June sal Brown leaving for that region.
BY JUly 9 he was writing to his son from the home of ont-
59gomery. lost of his time was spent at the home of Aug-
at Cincinnati, Ohio. when Dr. LYman Beecher was head of
in Connecticut. Wattles had been educated at Lane Seminary
ustus Wattles. near loneka. This man had moved from
Lawrence and had co e from the same neighborhood back
lavery was an issue in Ohio at that time.that school.
and iattles and his wife were refused membership in the
presbyterian Chruch at Cincinnati because of their anti-
slavery views. 60 Wattles had invited Brown to this section.
Brom went by the names of Shubel Morgan6l and Cap~ain
Walker. 62 But the ~ York Tribune told of his going to
58. William E. connelley. John BrOlvo (Topeka. 1900) II.
214; George W. Brown. FalselCfaims of Kansas Historians
Truthfully Corrected (Rockford. Illinois. 1902) 23
59. Villard, E2' ~•• 353
60. litchell. E2' ~•• 135-136
61.. Ibid.; Connelley. John BrorlD. 216
62. Kansas City star, March 5. 1933. llA
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this section to visit ~ontgomery.63
Brown located his headquarters on the claim of Eli
Snyder, the blacksmith who escaped from Hamilton and his
band. The site of the massacre was only a few hundred
yards from Brown's headQUarters.64
A new comer to the territory came by way of Bates
County. issouri. He claimed to have heard a man named
atlock 'boast of eing one of Hilton's men. He told
this story to captain leaver in charge of the local militia
and became closely associated with John Brown. 65 As a
result of this story a party of free-staters led by Eli
snyder went over to issouri and arrested Matlock. He
confessed and then escaped from jail at paris. 66
Fort Scott feared a raid. One June Sunday John
Hamilton, a leader in that town. and sixty men dashed
across the Plaza to George Clark's house and arre,sted Clark
in order to prevent a possible raid on the town. But the
military forces took Clark away from them and kept him in
their military camp for his safety.67
63. Villard. £E. ~•• 629
64. Ibid., 353
65. itchell. £E. cit., 208-209
66. Tomlinson. £E. ~., 262-263
67. Goodlander. £E. cit., 23
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Free-state men had ,control of the territory by now and
were also in control in the southeast. Montgomery had
about fifty men at the time. Brown's coming made the free-
state men more hopeful and much more aggressive. 58 Brown
took an old log house and laid stones around the outside
"as high as a man's shoulders" and called it Fort Snyder
but it became known as Fort Bro~n.59 He also organized a
company and drew up articles of agreement for it. This
seems to have been his custom. 70
A guard of about thirty militiamen under Captain
Weaver had been maintained at Fort Hamilton, as Hamilton's
home was known, in case that border ruffian returned. 71
Rumors came of another general invasion of Kansas from
Missouri. Therefore lontgomery made a raid upon ~issouri
to scare off such an invasion. 72 Also these reports told
of Colonel Titus marching south in Missouri along the state
line. Montgomery sent the man Tomlinson over as a spy. He
joined that company led by Colonel Titus and found that there
58. itchell,~. cit., 20
59. Joel Moody, "The Marais des Cygnes Massacre", Kansas
State Historical Society, Collections, 1918, XIV, 221
70. Villard,~. ~., 353
71. Tomlinson,~• .£..!...!:.., 97
72. Mitchell, ££. ~., 23-24
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were no plans for an invasion of the territory. Charles
Hamilton was along and expressed a desire to go to Arizona
and make it a slave state.73 It was a habit of Montgomery's
to have spies stationed in the proslavery lodges in Missouri
and Fort Scott. By this means he las able to surprise his
enemies. 74 tlontgomery's men had gained the name of "Osages"
because of their operations on the Little osage.75
A convention had been called at Raytown, ay 29, 1858.
Over two hundred men athered early and more came later.
A man from the Little Osage district presided. Fort Scott
was condemned. JUdge Williams had promised to be at the
convention and then had sent a message of regret claiming
that he did not know about it in time. A Fort Scott
delegate apologized for Judge iilliams's conduct. The con-
vention's committee on resolutions had a few conservative
members who prevented a report. Then the meeting resolved
itself into a committee of the Ihole on the state of KanSaS.
Montgomery spoke and promised that his men would give
"quiet, peaceful proslavery men" nothing to fear. 76
73. Tomlinson, .2.E. • ci t., 253
74. Herklotz, loco ci t., 270-271
75. Connelley, History ~ Kansas, II, 584
76. Tomlinson, .2.E.• cit., 123-130
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Deputy Marshal 1alk~r who had been sent by the governor
to arrest ontgomery arrived at this convention at Raytown.
He feared to make the arrest because of the crowd. He was
rebuked by the cro1d because he was not going to arrest
George ~. Clark at Fort Scott. Walker finally offered to
arrest Clark if a warrant was sworn out for him. 77 That
night about twelve men slip ed out to patrol the state line
east of ~'ort Scott to prevent the escape of proslavery men
from that town. Walker and about twenty men of the conven-
tion set out in the morning over the old Indian trail to
Fort Scott over flooded str ams. lany refused to start on
sunday. Walker and six men including Montgomery and Tomlin-
•
son visited the home of the county sherif, but he escaped
by fleeing. proslav.ery estern Hotel was searched and lady
guests assured of their safety. Clark escaped from his
home by a secret passa e to Free State Hotel. 78 But he
came back to surrender when the posse started to batter
his door down. 79 A agreement was made whereby lark was to
be left in Fort Scott as a prisoner, if ontgomery was
arrested. After leaving Fort Scott with ontgomery as a
77. Spring, £E. cit., 247-248
78. Tomlinson, £E. cit., 289, 143-144
79. Spring, £E. ~., 248-249; Robley, £E. cit., 113-114
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prisoner, arshal lalker was overtaken by runners from the
army officers at Fort Scott with the report that Clark had
been released. Then Walker released Montgomery.80 Walker
reported in January, 1859. that troubles in 0ourbon and Linn
were caused by Montgomery and John Brown. but that Aontgomery
would cease if proslavery men he had chased out of the
territory lould stay out and if his men were not punished
for their recent acts. 81
Another convention was held at Raytoln in June. 1858.
A large delegation from ort Scott was present but was out
voted three to one by Montgomery's supporters. Goodlander
writes that "Nothing 1as accomplished at the meeti g".82
About this time three free-state men had been reported
shot at ound City. Soon afterwards "Doc" Jennison captured
a group near Trading Post and paroled them. But one man'S
ear was cut of by Jennison for identification. 83
Governor Denver came south in June. 1858, to visit this
region of troubles. He described the country in a letter to
secretary of State Lewis Cass;
80. Robley, £E. cit. , 114
81- Wilder, £E. ill·, 250
82. Goodlander. £E. ill·. 23
83. Hi tchell. £E. cit., 32
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From Fort scott ~o the crossing of the Osa e
River, or Marais des Cygnes as it is there called,
a distance of about 30 miles, we passed through a
country almost depopulated by the depredations of the
predatory bands under Montgomery, presenting a scene
of desolation such as I never expected to have wit-
nessed in any country inhabited by American citizens ••••
The accounts given of the fli ht of the people were
heart-rendin in the extreme. 4
Governor Denver conferred with Augustus attles of
Moneka, June 12, 1858. Wattles defended the action of
!ontgomery.85 Montgomery and several of his men met the
governor south of joneka and accompanied h~ as far as the
Little osage where they ate dinner at Raytovm. 86 Governor
Denver had left Lecompton, June 9, with Charles Robinson,
Jud e John C. wri ht, A. D. Richardson, and others and
arrived at Fort scott, June 13. Notices of a public meeting
called by the governor for the 14th had been idely circulated,
and a large crowd gathered on the Plaza in front of the Free
State Hotel. Both to In people and outsiders were excited and
suspicious. Governor Denver made the first speech and quieted
the crowd. Jud~e ~right of Lawrence and B. F. Brantley
of Fort Scott spoke in a similar mood. Then Governor Ransom
84. Quoted in Villard, ~. cit., 351
85. Tomlinson,~. £11., 229-230
86. Ibid., 230-231
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gave a terrible and bigoted denunciation of the free-state
C~le. JUdge Wri ht interrupted with a sharp denial. Gov-
ernor Denver sprang between the two before open combat broke
out and then rebuked Governor Ransom. Governor Ransom was
forced to take a seat. Then Governor Denver requested all
county officials to resign with new ones being elected by
the people at the meeting. These new officials were given
certificates of appointment. 87 Also an agreement was made
that the governor would withdraw the troops while the people
promised to keep the peace. This is known as the "Denver
compromise".88 Next the governor's party started north and
stopped for dinner at Barnesville. There a stranger with
"the gift of gab to a great degree" came into tovm claiming
to be from western vernon County, issouri. His report told
of colonel Titus being in the neighborhood with 300 men for
an invasion of Kansas. Tutus was marching south ?y way of
western Missouri, but nobody seriously believed the man's
story.89 Then Governor Denver and Montgomery spoke at Ray-
ville. Denver gave the points of his peace: (1) ithdrawal
of troops from Fort scott, (2) election of new county offic-
87. Robley, £E. ~., 115-117
88. Goodlander, £E. cit., 24
89. Tomlinson, £E. cit., 240-241
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ers for Bourbon, (3) guards to be stationed along the state
line to prevent an invasion of the territory, (4) suspen-
sion of old writs until they had been authenticated by pro-
per authority, and (5) ont omery and men as well as all
other armed bands of men would abandon the field. Aont-
gomery indorsed these terms.90
The next day Denver, ~ontgomery, and Charles Robinson
spoke at Trading post. Denver pr9mised to station ajor
~eaver with sixty militiamen on the sta~e line in Linn
County.91 Denver also visited Montgomery at his home before
leaving Linn County.92
A sense of security now returned to this frontier section.
Settlers had failed to get their spring crops in. Very
few patches of corn existed. Wheat had in a number of cases
been destroyed by "horses and cattle running wild on the
prairie".93
90. Robley, £E. cit., 118-119; "Denver Administration", Kansas
State Historical ~iety, Transactions, V, 1896, 494-495
91. Wilder,£E' £!!., 237
92. Robley, £E. cit., 115; itchell, £E. ~., 275. Charles
Robinson writes that ontgomery did not meet the overnor
but only himself and Judge ri ht, and that ontgomery as
highly pleased with the settlement. Robinson,~. cit.,
404-405 ---
93. Tomlinson, £E. £!1., 263
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Additional troops h~d been sent to ort Scott on ay
6 after ontgomery had defeate the Federal dragoons on
yellow Paint Creek. These additional troops stayed less
than a month.94 Captain Nathaniel Lyon, a man in charge of
the Federal soldiers at Fort scott, wrote Governor Denver
on June 25 that the Denver compromise had been fulfilled in
good faith. 95 Governor De ver wrote on August 5 to Fort
Leavenwort requestion removal of the troops from Fort scott~6
overnor Denver also wrote to Governor tewart of Missouri
that peace had been restores in the southeast. 97
The new sheriff, Thomas B. Roberts, of Bourbon County
recovered many of the horses stolen by the Rev. J. E. Stewart.
"preacher" Stewart often used ..ontgomery's name. He had a
hideout on the Little Osage and one on the Dry100d Creek in
the southeast corner of Bourbon. embers of both free-state
and proslavery groups were in his band.98 Sheriff Roberts
ran across one of Ste 1art's men, Rube Forbes, near Iapleton.
A member of the posse, Dave Forbes, was a brother of this
94. Connelley, History £! Kansas, II, 585
95. Denver, ~c. cit., 541
96. Ibid.
97. erklotz,~. cit., 273
98. Robley,~. cit., 122; ilder, ££. ~., 238
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horsethief. Dave Forbes held the rest of the posse at bay
with his revolver and threats of death until his brother
99had escaped.
Free-state men celebrated the ourth of July, 1858, at
ound City on July 4 and at Rayville on JUly 5. The women
of the Little Osage district presented James Montgomery with
a suit of clothes at the Rayville celebration. 100
The Denver truce of June "was enerally observed until
in November". Then two farm houses north of Fort Scott had
been looted. Enemies of ontgomery held Montgomery's men
responsible. It was now not know who was responsible. 10l....
Some one tried to burn the proslavery Hotel at ~'ort Scott
late in the Summer by running a load of hay against it and
settin fire to it. Then rifle fire from nearby timber
covered the blaze to prevent its being put out. But the
flames failed to spread to the bUilding. 102 Harris and pope,
two free-state farmers on the Little Osage had so~e horses
stolen by a band of men iho fled into ~issouri. They
trailed them as far as pappinsville in Bates County, Missouri,
and were captured y the horse-thieves and shot. One of
99. Robley, £E. cit.,122-123
100. Tomlinson, £E. cit., 265-267
101. Robley, £E. cit., 126
102. Goodlander, £E. cit., 24
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them later regained consciousness and finally returned to
Kansas. Montgomery was asked to return to the Little osage
but refused because of his promise to Governor Denver. l03
One of ontgomery's men, arshall, was arrested on an old
writ apparently in violation of the Denver Compromise.
ontgomery was asked again to return to the Little Osage
district. He came and sent a note to the authorities of
Fort scott askin them to release arshall to avoid a re-
opening of the border troubles. Marshall was back home in
less than twenty-four hours. l04
JUdge Joseph i illiams failed to hold the November 19,
1858. term of the United states District Court at Fort Scott.
Because of threats of Montgomery and Jennison, he and other
court officials fled to issouri.. I illiams wrote a letter
to Governor Stewart of Missouri claiming that three hundred
armed "abolitionists" under Montgomery and Jennison had be-
un a vlar, captured Fort scott. broken up the Federal Court,
and were intending to invade Missouri to release slaves
and hang masters. As an extra touch he added that citizens
of Bates and Vernon Counties of issouri lere leaving their
103. Tomlinson. £E. cit •• 260-261
104. Ibid., 261-262; Denver, loco cit., 539-540-- - --
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homes. 105 Soon afterwar s J. F. Snyder, division inspector
of the Sixth ilitary District, ... issouri Militia, reported
somewhat the same idea of danger of invasion of Vernon
county from an anti-slavery crusade from Kansas. 106
united States Deputy 1arshal campbell and his deputy,
Dimon, of 'ort Scott .~nt to Linn County to make arrests.
They stopped at a hotel in ound City. ontgomery was in
to In hen news of reasons for the visit leaked out. A
group .as athered from the town and from around !ound
City. Some of the group kno n to the marshal's posse
stayed back but close enou h to assist in case of need. In
the meantime the rest passed the pos e and then jumped to
the groun coverin the posse ith uns. arshal Campbell
pointed out that they were Federal officers and that this
action was treason. The t 10 man posse was taken to lound
Ci ty. Aero ld of two-hundred had gathered there. "Doc"
Jennison gave a wild talk, but Mont omery compromised and
returned the horses and money to the posse but kept their
papers and uns. Amon these papers were about sixty
warrants and a list of people in Linn County who would
give aid to the posse. Montgomery escorted the posse part
105. Herklotz, l££. ~., 506-507
106. ~., 507
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of the yay home. They were given a passport by that Jayhalk
leader. 107
A meeting was held in ound City by both sides where
an agreement similar to the Denver Compromise as dra up.
This was knolm as the Sugar ound Treaty.108
About the middle of November the Denver Peace as
violated by the arrest of Ben Rice of Bourbon County and
John Hudlow of Linn County. They were arrested on an old
indictment}09 Arrest was made by a free-state Democrat.
They were chained in a room in the Free-state Hotel and
were denied either trial or bail. Friends supplied some
quilts as they were given no bedding. Winter and chilly
nights were coming any time. A meeting was called at Ray-
ville, December the first. It failed to indorse a resolu-
tion calling for a rescue of Kice, and it failed to agree
upon anything. ontgomery now called for aid from out-
side. Groups from Lawrence under S. N. Wood, from Osala-
tomie under S. S. ,illiams, from Emporia under P. B. plumb
met at Fort Bain lith ontgomery and party from Mound City.
107. Mitchell,~. cit., 273; Tanner, loco cit., 227-228
108. Villard,~. cit., 366
109. Goodlander. ~. cit., 3 , reports this arrest for
stealing a horse from S-Uire Redfield over in Missouri, while




Jen ison was also included in the party •. They spent the
last part 0 the night of December 15, 1858, at a lonely
house in the ell Bend district west of Fort scott.
Here Sam Stevenson and company from Xenia and a party
under Captain Carnes from Barnesville met them. T is made
about thirty men rom the Little Osa e district with a
total of seventy-five men. "Bra s Betsy", the cannon, was
also taken alon. A leader las elected. Montgomery was
Jennison wanted to plunder Fort scott. lll H. A. Tanner
thought this was the largest group under jontgomery's command
at ·one time until the ivil lar. 112 Tanner also mentions
selected over Jennison. ont omery was conservative, while
that one man of the rescue party later became county treasur-
er of Bourbon County, one a United states Senator and a
third one a United States Representative. 113 Bro~n and
several men no joined the rescue party. e asked to lead
the party and to burn Fort Scott. The band refused to
substitute BrOln and his policy of destroying the town for
Montgomery. Brown an rily refused to have anythin more to
do with the rescue. They left their horses under guard at
111. Mitchell, op. cit., 276-278; Robley, op. cit., 127-128;
Goodlander, ~. !!l.~5 Apparently each or-these base their
statements on different sources.
112. Tanner, loco ~., 230
113. Tanner, loco ~., 232
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the Marmaton Rlver; crosslng rapldly, they marched
three squads of twenty men lnto the town and surrounded the
Free state Hotel. he prlsoners were released by a black-
smlth who cut thelr chalns.
Deputy arshal John Llttle was ln hls father's eneral
store across the alley. He had been "man huntlng" upon the
Llttle Osage the day before. He heard the rescue party
arrlvs and flred a shotgun at them. Then he peeked out of
a slde wlndo I and was kllled by a Sharp's rlfle bullet
by Aaron tevens, allas "captaln Whlpple", or by J. H.
Kagl. ll4 Both of these men later were wlth Jone Brown at
Harper's Ferry. Alexander ~cDonald came out on the street
wlth the rest of the crowd and was ordered to surrender by
"Doe" Jennlson. He attempted to escape back lnto hls home,
and a rl le ullet las placed through the door by Jennlson!15
The expedltlon's cannon las brou ht to bear on the
store bulldln after Llttle's shot. It was the rescue party's
bellef that the store had some armed men ln It. Someone
lnformed the jayha,kers that women d chlldren lere ln the
resldence part ln the back. Then those lnslde of the store
114. Robley,~. clt., 130-133, states that tevens flred
the fatal shot, and Tanner"loc. clt., 231, and Vlllard.
'~. clt., 366: malntaln that Kagr-71red It.
115. Goodlander,~. clt., 36-38; obley, £E. clt., 131
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opened it up.116 Jennison and some others plundered the
Little's store. lord of this was carried to lontgomery by
some to/nsmen. He prevented the spread of looting and fin-
ally got the partly looted store boarded up. Some estimate
that $7,000 worth of goods were stolenl17 but A. H. Tanner
thought that Jennison and others took only about $700 worth~18
Many of the townsmen were herded into the Plaza, or
the old military parade round. A fire was built for these
lith furniture and books from Jud e Williams law office.
illiams was very "jolly and good-natured" and asked that
his "fiddle and wardrobe" be spared. His request was granted.
Governor Ransom and Deputy arshal Campbell were very bitter
and made threats with their positions as Federal authorities.
Ransom, a bi six-footer, was especially disgusted at being
marched around before the to nspeople by a small man with a
squirrel rifle. 119 Breakfast was ordered by Some of the
to nspeople for rescue party, but the band left ithout eat-
in8. l20 Tanner believed that .ont omery had an understanding
116. Robley, £E. cit., 131
117. Robinson, £E. cit., 405; "Governor Medary's Administra-
tion", Kansas state Historical ociety, Tr.ansaction , 1896,
V, 561
118. Tanner, loco cit., 232
119. Tanner, loco cit., 232
120. itchell. £E. cit., 277-278; Robley, 2E. cit., 132
•
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with the guards for no resistance was of ered. Also their
arms lere conveniently stacked. 12l
This had not been a popular move and had been disapproved
by over a half of the free-staters. Some denounced Mont-
gomery after he accomplished the rescue. 122 Three free-state
men had tried to ~arn Fort scott. 123
Application ~as made to Uovernor edary by Fort Scott
for troops after this rescue. He su eested a local militia
company. This advice was followed in January. John Hamilton,
a soldier at the founding of Fort Scott and a free-state man,
drilled the companies. Everybody wanted to be officers and
124not privates.
Several persons had been "jayhawked" in Linn County
from November 12 to 15. The ~ame was placed on [ontgomery's
men. 125 Montgomery was also indicted by a proslavery jury
on November 12, 1858, for destroying the ballot box at ugar
ound in the January 4, 1858, election. 126 ontgomery had
121- Tanner, loco cit. , 230
122. Ibid •• loco ~., 232-233
123. Robley, £l!.. ill· , 132-133
124. Robley, £.E.. ill· , 134-135
125. itche11, £.E.. cit. , 304
126. lli tche 11, £l!. • cit. , 304
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tried to prevent free-s~aters from voting in that election
on the Lecompton Constitution. He and some men had visited
polling places and had then returned to his home precinct of
Sugar Mound. He found there that many conservative free-
state men had already voted. Therefore he smashed the ballot
box but left the cigar box used for the ballots for state
officials alone. This caused the conservatives to become
angry. ithout these votes the free-state cause lost Linn
County by twenty votes. It also frightened proslavery
people and made many conservatives angry.127 Montgomery
after learning of his indictment went with John Brown and
some other men to Paris in search of the indictment and
warrants but without results. Several days later "law and
order" conservatives of Mound City at a meet in voted to join
the sheriff's posse in arresting Montgomery. hen this
large posse of both political groups went to Uontgomery's
home, he was with some of hi men down on the Little osage.128
Some raids came from proslavery people at Rockville in
Miami County. Montgomery and some men went to that town and
fought a proslavery b nd which retreated to a frame church.
After gunfire ot too severe, the proslavery men fled from
127. Botkin,~. ~., 438-439
128. Mitchell,~. cit., 304j Botkin, loco cit., 439-440
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the church towards issouri. 129
Simon cGrew, a Quaker and the grandfather of United
States Senator Arthur Capper, lIas a radical free-state man.
He employed a Negro woman 'Iho had been freed with her child
in southern Arkansas and had come north ~o Kansas. Her
husband on another plantation soon ran a lay and joined her.
Several months later a posse came with the United States
arsha1 from Fort Scott for the runaway. Then they started
to go to another home for another Negro refugee. Simon
MCGrew escaped and gave varnin to his neighbor of the
posse and then rode to Mound City. His younger brother
escaped also in the excitement following his brother's break
and got to Mound City. ~ontgomery came but failed to catch
the posse and the man was returned to slavery. He did re-
turn after the Civil ~ar.130
Montgomery aided runa ay slaves according to one of
his
one
neighbors who was at his home when Irs. Montgomery fed
of them. 131 A free-state secret society, "Wide Awakes",
had been strong since 1857. It was opposed to enforcement
of the fugitive slave law and would aid anyone violating
129. Mitchell, £E. ~., 51-5a
130. itche11,~. cit., 247-248, 353
131. itchell,~. cit., 25-26
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that law. 132 The name probably was iven to the society
in 1860 as it is the same name as Lincoln's campaign club.
A. H. Tanner told Mitchell that Captain (later General)
Nathaniel Lyon and other army officers stationed at Fort
Scott were initiated into this order. 133 These troubles
kept many away from the land sales at Fort Scott in the fall
of 1858. 134
Kagi and some others of John Brown's men aided Uont-
gomery 11 en settlers on the Little Osage appealed to him for
aid in the fall of 1858. Brown found some of the free-
staters more inclined to lean toward his ideas because of
the arais des Cygnes Massacre. 135 Some Federal troops
under aptain Farnsworth ere sent to take John Bro n.
Bro n and his men met these soldiers in a battle at Fox's
Ford on the Big ugar Creek. A number were wounded on each
side. 136 Brown and his men posed as stone mason~ working
on a house for Augustus attle. 137 Brown had a fever in
132. Robley, £E. cit., 150-151
133. .lit che 11, £E• .£l!.., 272
134. Goodlander, £E. cit., 15
135. itche11, £E. cit., 43
136. Connelley, John Drown, II, 216
137. Ibid., 217
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August and had to spend a month near osawatomie recoverin
from this fever. He was aided financially by the National
Kansas Committee. 138
A mulatto slave came over to Linn ounty from Missouri
on December 19, 1858, and told of his ife and children
hich 1ere to be sold thus breaking up the family. He as
huntin for help, and Bro"ln of ered to help. o n led
a band on the niht of December 20, to the home of that
slave's master and to another slave-holder's home and re-
leased ten slaves. A horsethief called "pickles" and Dr.
Charles Jennison were ith Brown. Some property lias taken
to maintain the stolen slaves, and much was stolen merely
for p rsonal gains by some of the raiders. Bro~n had sent
Aaron D. stevens and some others on another raiding party
the same ni ht. hey killed David Cruise, a wealthy farmer,
and stole one of his women slaves. l39
This slave-raid created great excitement in jissouri.
Newspapers in both Misaouri and Kansas, even Kansas free-
state papers stron ly condemned Brown's action. [ontgomery
was connected with these raids in popular opinion. A reward
138. Villard, op. cit., 358-360
139. Villard, or. cit., 367-369; Brolm. 0". cit., l47-l48~
quotes a free-state man's account of this.
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of 250 as authorized by the Secretary of the Interior and
offered by the Governor.of Kansas for the arrest of Bro n
and of ontgomery,l40 while a reward of 3000 was put up
by the governor of issouri for Brown. The slaves were
taken through Linn County to a hideout on the south fork
of the pottanatomie. Bro In stayed at the ';Iattles home and
at a camp on urkey Creek near the armaton west of Fort
scott. 141
Brown offered to help ontgomery to repel an invasion
of Kansas if one came. Montgomery was working for peace.
several skirmishes we.re fou ht. 142 George A. crawford, a
free-state leader, lent to Brown and asked him to leave
the territory as he was hurting the free-state cause so
badly.143 Brol1n returned to the Wattle home and wrote
his Parallels for the New York Tribune. These are dated at
Trading post instead of oneka to avoid trouble for the
Wattles. l44 Some claim that the Parallels l1ere written in
Anderson County.145
Montgomery wrote a letter dated January 15, 1859, to the
140. Spring, £E. cit., 256
141. Villard, £E. ~., 370-373
142. Brown, £E. cit., 103; Robinson, £E. cit., 412-413
143. Robinson, £E. ~., 406-407; Brown, £E. cit., 101
144. Villard, £E. cit., 375
145. Barrington, Kansas Day, (Topeka, 1892), 59
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La~rence Republican sta~ing that he as not respon i le for
Brown I s raid upon .Iissouri. He denied havin had a company
since July 5, 1858. Then he went to Lawrence and surrendered
to the court there. Only one in ictment--for robbing a
post office-- as waiting for him. He was released on $4,000
bail. He then spoke on January 20 for over two hours on the
border troubles before the Congregationa Church of Law-
renee. He was cheered. The audience also gav.e three
cheers or John Bro n. Governor tledary was in wrence and
conferred with Montgomery. !ontgomery returned to Lawrence
in February surrendering with six of his men to the LaW-
rence court. 146
Governor edary in a message to the territorial legis-
lature on January 11, 1859, rene ed his rellard of $250 for
Brown and for ontgomery an called attention to the fact
that John Brown had ortified himself on Sugar Creek. 147
At this time John Bro 10 lias getting ready to leave the
territory for the last time.
Missouri had feared loss of her slaves to Kansas as
early as February, 1855, and had wanted patrols on her bound-
ary lines ith free states and lith Kansas. 148 Governor
146. ~itchell,~. ~., 224; Brown, £E. ~., 101-102
147. Villard, £E. ~., 376
148. Herklotz, l2£. ~., 269-270
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stewart came to the conclusion that citizens of Bates
county were in danger. Therefore Adjutant-General G.
Parson was sent to western Missouri to investigate the sit-
uation and to organize militia companies. He organized
several companies in Cass and Bates Counties. 149 These
people complained that this military duty took them a lay
from their farming too much. Therefore Governor Denver
of Kansas as asked by Governor stewart to help prevent
invasions of tissouri. 150 Governor stewart wrote to
president Buchanan that a group of . issouri militia was
being sent to Cass and Bates Counties to protect them from
raids from the territory of Kansas and asked for Federal
troops. These could not be secured at that time. The
governor's action eased troubles until Brown's raid. 151
Bro.m's raid left great excitement in issouri and meetings
were called at many western issouri towns. These people
appealed to the issouri governor for troops and forced
many free-soil ~issourians to leave. 152
Governor edary of Kansas on December 28, 1858, asked
149. Ibid •• 272-273
150. Ibid., 273
151. Ibid., 274
1 2. Herklotz, 1££. £11•. 279-280, 507
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army officers at Fort Leavenworth and ort Riley for
troops to aid against lontgomery in Bourbon, Linn, and
LYkins Count ie s. Gove rno r Ro bert I. stewart wired on the
31st that he would help if needed. 153
Jerry Jackson had a farm and store on ulberry Creek
east of Trading Fost over the state line. He had many
free-state customers and riends even thou h he kept many
slaves. Hamilton had stopped here a fe minutes following
the Marais des Cygnes assacre, but Jackson had no part
in the massacre. A truce had been made by some free-state
men with Jackson a few days before Christmas, 1858.
Jennison and Eli Snyder attacked Jackson's store soon
afterward. Jackson's new home and his store were burned
and over 6,000 worth of goods and four horses were stolen.
John Bro in and ont ornery were not in this party.154
Governor edary noVi sent four companies of L~ited
states dragoons to the Fort Scott region and authorized
four militia companies. Also the Secretary of War was
telegraphed to send 600 arms and 10,000 rounds of ammunition
153.
154.
,Ie dary, 10c. cit., 566-- -
itchell, 200-201, 215, 216; Holcombe, ~. cit., 242
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for these militia companies. This material was to be
sent by express. 155 Some of these army men arrived in
Fort scott, January 8, 1859. 156
Governor Ste art sent a special message to issouri
state legislature on January 6, 1859, on these border
troubles caused by ontgomery and Brown. Also he submitted
petitions sent to him by sufferers from these troubles in
Bates and Vernon Counties. Governor Ste lart wanted these
people protected. 157 The Missouri senate's committee on
Federal relations reported against a bill to raise patrols
from the suffering counties. It feared the results and its
report was accepted by the .issouri senate. 158
But in November, 1858, Missouri did send militia from
st. Louis under Brigadier-General D. • Frost and the Gov-
ernor's Guard from Jefferson City under General parsons.
These, it was hoped, would respect the territorial-state
line. 159 This action was reported by the governor of
issouri to the governor of Kansas. Governor edary of
155. Herklotz, loco cit., 282-283; edary, loco cit., 565-
566
156. Wilder, £E. cit., 250
157. Herklotz, l££. cit., 280
158. Sprin, £E. cit., 254-256
159. Herklotz, loco cit., 507-508
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Kansas ans ered that there were no troubles on the Kansas
side. l60
One hundred and seventeen citizens of Fort Scott on
January 16, 1859, petitioned the governor for martial law
in Linn, Anderson, Bourbon, and Allen Counties. 161
General
in charge of
Frost cooperated ~ith General Harney who was
162Federal forces at Fort Scott. Frost reported
to the lissouri governor that his forces were no longer
needed. They were recalled on December 16, 1860. 163
160. edary, 1££. cit., 6 4-605
161. Ibid., 595-596




While Lissouri vas making these preparations for her
protection from the jayhawkers, the situation in Kansas
was becoming more quiet. ny free-state men came to
Fort scott in 1859.1 Bourbon County got many new settlers
despite its troubles and the pikes Peak gold rush. 2 July
4, 1859, saw a celebration of peace in this district. 3
Thin s were quiet as far as border troubles were concerned
in the sum er4 and fall of 1859.5
The territorial legislature had passed an amnesty act
in February, 1859. This stopped prosecution for criminal
offenses in LYkins, Linn, Bourbon, I cGee, Allen, and
Ander on Counties that may have gro in out of "political
differences of opinion". Also all pending actions were
drop ed. 6
The militia companies at Fort Scott under John Hamilton
1. Goodlander, £.E. ci t., 44
2. Robley, £E. ~.. 139-140
3. Spring, ~. cit. , 256
4. Ibid. , 250
5. Goodlander, £E. ~., 51
6. Robley, £E. ~ .. 137
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had been supplied muskets by Governor edary. They had to
go to Paris in J uary, 1859, for these arms.? Then in Feb-
ruary this militia force rode from the state line along the
Little 0 a e River toward its head aters and captured a
dozen prisoners. These lere aken to Lawrence for trial
but ~ere freed by a mob there. This mob at first believed
this John Hamilton to be the Charles Hamilton of the ~arais
des Cygnes ,assacre. prior to this each to~n hated the
other, and a ter this meetin they had a better understand-
ing of each other. 8
George A. Crawford of Fort Scott and a friend of
Stephen A. Dou las ~ent to Washington after the amnesty
and got Geor e W. Clark fired from his job at the Fort scott
Land Office. But Clark still had political influence enough
to get a position in the navy. Clark may have iished removal
for his personal safety.9
Mound City won the county seat election in 1859 over
paris. Paris refused to give up county papers or move
offices. The sheriff was ordered by the county commissioners
to move the records, but could not find them. Then Charles
? Ibid., 135; Medary, l££. ~.• 602
8. Goodlander,~. cit., 41
9. Robley,~. cit., 123; Tanner, loco cit., 230
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Jennison, pat Devlin, and some others from tound City
went over ith "Brass Betsy", the cannon. Officials when
threatened with having their homes blasted by the cannon
produced the records. Later they found out that no powder
had been available for "Old Betsy".lO
~ontgomery had been invited to Leavenworth by Col. D.
R. Anthony to aid in preventing trial of prisoners for
rescuing runa ay slaves from Federal of icer • ontgomery
,
and some of his men came. Montgomery gave orders to shoot
Jud e Pettit of the court as well as the United states
marshal if the cases were called. They were not called. 11
I
Richard J. Hinton came to Linn County to raise a rescue
party for John Brown and conferred with Au ustus attles and
James .4ontgomery. Wattles did not think much of the plan. 12
Some men had shortly before rescued Dr. John Day from the
st. Joseph, issouri, jail. ontgomery and a number of men
from Linn County joined the party together with Ben Rice of
Bourbon County.13 Wattles went in advance and Doctor
Jennison left at Lawrence. 14 Montgomery's party was joined
10. itchell, 2£. cit., 141-142; edary,~. cit., 609
11. Col. D. R. Anthony, "Remarks," Kan as state Historical
society, Transactions (1904), VIII, 222
12. O. E. Jorse, "An Attempted Rescue of John Bro n from the
Charlestown, Va., Jail", Kansas State Historical society,
Transactions (1904), VIII, 214
13. ~., 215 14. Ibid., 216
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by men from Boston nd some German revolutionists of 1848
from Nel york. The westerners were from La Irence, Kansas,
and from IO"la as well as those \ ith ontgomery. Headquarters
vere established at Harrisbur ,pennsylvania. Scouts lere
sent out and a meeting place was arranged near Ha ersto.n,
aryland. 15 John Brovm refused to allow a rescue to be
made as it would harm his "mis ion" in life. 16 One man
rom La renee pretended to be drunk and las placed in the
jail where Stevens and Hazlett were located. Then he managed
to talk to these men who had been in Linn County with John
Brown and 1ho were now under sentence of death for their
Harper's Ferry activity. They were told that uontgomery
had eighty men and was making a reconnaissance in the nearby
mountains. Also they were informed t at "Preacher" John E.
ste lart of Kansas vas alon The prisoners asked that no
rescue be attempted since it las impossible.17 snow storms
had hindered ontgomery.18 Col. D. R. Ant ony had given
ont omery money to aid in this expedition. 19 Reports
15. Ibid. , 217-219
16. ~., 219
17. Ibid., 219
18. ~., 216; Wilder, .2.E• cit. , 296
19. Anthony, loco ci t., 222
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There were no jayhawk troubles in the summer
But lontgomery broke up the Federal district
court at Fort scott in t e fall and made threats to prevent
the land sales there on December 3. 22
Guthrie was hanged by the Osa e Vigilance Committee of
apleton. Hugh Carlin, a Jennison man, was also hanged for
horse stealing by that same vigilance committee. Later a
settler named Griffi th, on the Little Osage, las han ed for
the same reason. 23
Russell Hinds had helped to return a runaway slave to
lissouri. Jennison now made a circuit of murder. Jennison
hanged Russell Hinds on the state-line in southeast Linn
County on Sunday, November 11, 1860. Next on November 16
L. D. ~oore, a proslavery man near lapleton, las put to death
for his par~ in the hangin s of Guthrie and Carlin. Samuel
scott, formerly a sheriff of Bates County an then a resident
of Linn County was murdered on November 18. Some others
20. i'ilder,~. cit., 296
21. Goodlander,~. cit., 296
22. ~., Herklotz, loco cit., 505
23. Robley,~. cit., 150; Genevieve yost, "History of Lynch-
ing in Kansas", Kan s Historical uarterly, II, ( ay, 1933)
186; Robinson, ~. c1t., 412
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barely escaped being cau ht and hanged by Jennison. 24
These murders caused a reaction against mob violence. 25
"plckles" ri ht of Linn County had been arrested in
.ay. His name 1as given to him becau e he once stole a jar
of pickles on a raid. 26 His trial as ~atched by the Osage
Vigilance Committee of Uapleton. If he was not found uilty
he was to be hanged. Therefore he pled gUilty to avoid that
pos ibility. A rescue party had tried to organize but fail-
ed for lack 0 support. 27
A conventio at ound City on December 8, 1860 justi-
fied the murders of Doctor Jennison in November. 28 Mont-
gomery had no part in the han in of Hinds but justified it
by quoting the 16th verse of Exodus XXI. 29
Troops had 'been sent again to Fort Scott December 1,
1860. ontgomery finally allowed the 1 nd sales, perhaps
because of the troops. only fourteen ei ty-acre tracts
24. Herklotz, loco cit. , 06; Medary, loco cit., 631-632
25. Robley, ~. cit. , 151
26. Ibid., 149-150
27. Ibid. , 149-1 0
28. illlder, ~. cit. , 307
29. Co e lley, £.E. cit. , 591; Robinson, £.E. ci t., 412
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were sold at prices ranging rom $1.25 to $5.50 per acre,
~
but a large crowd attended.
This is the end of t is phase of border troubles in
t ese two counties. A second phase was to begin and end
with the Civil ar. Then it was Kansas which would be
aggressive.
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ONTGOIAERY'S OUTLINE OF OORDER TROUBLES IN BOUROON
D LINN COUNTIES
(original in Kan as State Historical society's James ont-
gomery papers)
History of Southern Kansas
Cause of trouble the same as e lsel he re. --( Lall &: order)
"Kansas is ours and Ie lill have it peaceable if we can and"
Free State leq driven off
Vim. Stone
Irs. Stone beaten
Southwood warned to leave
Proslavery men attempt to murder Stone
Fort Scott Court in--indictments
Bani austia (sic)
Malicious prosecutions again




Marshall summer (sic) court to surrender (sic) fi ht
Troops called for
Johnson mobbed




proslavery Guerilla force organized. action postponed til rap
pa e & Co.




Dye ordered off-Fort stein
Denton & Kedrick killed
Davis wounded









lontgomery writes to the Gov.










"If Vie have any law that lill punish a proslavery man how
ever gUilty--we are indebted to the fighting men for it."
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APP NDIX B
Resolutions adopted by a roup 0 free-state men the day
follo1ing James .lont omery's fight with Captain Anderson
and soldiers on yellow paint Creek (from William E. Con-
nelley's History £! Kansas, II, 565-566).
WHEREAS? A body of Government soldiers and border
ruffians did, on the 21st inst. fire upon some Free-State
citizens, ~'o were peacefully and inoffensively travelin
on the common hi h~ay, and being incited to commit said out-
rageous and unlawful act by other ruf ians living in Fort
scott;
Resolved~ 1. That Judge Joseph illiams, the corrupt
tool of slavocracy, be required to leave this Territory in
six days; a ter that period he remains at the peril of his
life.
2. That Dr. Blake Little, J. C. Sims and W. T. campbell,
the traitors ~ho were elected by fraud and corruption to t e
bogus uegislature, be required to leave wit in six days--an
in raction of this order at their peril.
3. That H. T. Wilson, G. P. Hamilton and D. F. Green-
wood, the infamous swindlers of the Lecompton Convention,
~ho forged an in amous constitution, be hung to deat if
they are cau'ht in t is Territory ten days from date.
4. That E. Ransom and G. W. Clarke, the olders of t e
two "wings" of the pretended National Democracy and the cor-
rupt fuglemen of a corrupt president, have six days to
leave this Territory, under penalty of death.
5. That J. H. Little, James Jones, Brockett, B. cDonald,
A. Campbell, Harlan and the ru fians vho accompanied the
soldiers to assist and vlitness tOe massacre of Free-State
citizens, be sentenced to whipping and branding and then be
driven from "the Territory.
6a That after the departure of t' e Judge and larshal,
no other official officers shall be allowed to administer
the law but those elected under the Free-State Constitution.
7. That Judge Griffith, Maj. lont ornery and Capt. Hamilton
be directed to carry out the orders of t is meeting.
B. That Capt. Anderson shall be hanged to t e hi hest
tree in Bourbon County, and every soldier be p~t to death
wherever he may be found.




ontgomery's letter to James H. Lane concerning his
activities, June 6, 1858
"While on t e armaton he (Montgomery) replied to an
order of Major Gen. Lane commanding im to disband his
company and report himself to headquarters, to answer
charges made against him as an officer commissioned by the
ilitary Board. The 0110 ing is a copy 0 is transmitted
replY:--llarmoton, June 6th, 1959. Eds. Lawrence Republican-
Gents:--I see in your issue of _ay 27th, an article headed
",lilitary orders," and signed "J. H. Lane, llaj. Gen." in
which I am ordered to disband my company and report myself
instanter, etc. I have only to say t at my com and as a
militia 0 icer was resigned in the early part of last winter,
some time before the order of February 18th was received
by me.
'It is not true, as c arge in the Lecompton Democrat,
that I am actin under a commission from t e Military doard.
I never ad a commission rom that board; and neit er Gen.
Lane nor t e Board are responsible for my conduct.
'I am identified with a popUlar movement in this section
of the country, having for its object a redress of grievances.
our work is a necessary one; and, so soon as it is accomp-
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lished, ~e lill lay down our arms and submit to the lals.
Respectfully yours,
James ~ontgomery'
The above letter was written at the earnest solicitation
of some of Jont omery's friends, who deemed it due to his
character that the facts of the case should be iven to
the pUblic, and is t e only letter he has ever written to
my knoWledge in vindication of his conduct for the many




(Taken from Oswald Garrison Villard's John Brown, 1800-
~, A Biography Fifty years After, 666-667)
We the undersigned, members of Shubel organ's company.
hereby agree to be overned by the ollo.ing Rules:
I. A gentlemanly an' respectfUl deportment s all at
all times and places be maintained toward all persons; and
all profane or indecent langua e shall be avoided in all
case s.
II. No intoxicating drinks shall be used as a bevera e
by any member, or be su fered in camp for such purpose.
III. No member shall leave camp without leave of the
commander.
IV. All property captured in any manner shall be suoject-
ed an equal distribution among t e members.
V. All acts of petty or other thefts s a~l be promptly
and properly punished, and restitution made as far as possible.
VI. All members shall, so ar as able, contrioute equal-
ly to all necessary labor in or out of camp.
VII. All prisoners w· 0 s all properly demean themselves
s all be treated with kindness and respect, and shall be
punished for crime only a ter trial and conviction, being
allowed a hearing in defence.
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VIII. Implicit obedience s all be yeilded to all proper
orders of t e com ander or other superior of icers.
IX. All arms, ammunition, etc., not stritly private
property, shall ever e eld subject to, and delivered up
on, the order of the commander.
Names Date, 1858
Shubel organ July 12
c. P. Tidd • •
J. H. Ka i " "
A. Wattles " "
sam stevenson " "
J. ontgomery " "
T. Homyer " "
Simon Snyde r • 14
E. ~. snyder " 15
Elias J. Snyder " "
Jo H. Snyder " "
Adam Bishop " "
William Hairgrove " "
John l ikel " "
'tim. partrid e • "
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APPENDIX E
Letter to l!ontsomery, Jan. 14, t59--An a termath of
the killin of Little at Rice rescue. (Taken rom the
ontgomery papers in the library of Kansas state Historical
society)
Fort scott, Jan. 14/ 1 59
ont omery
Listen to me.
Today I heard you said in a speec a few days since, that
you were not sorry that you had killed John Little, that
he was not killed to (sic.) soon.
Can you before God say 80?
0, the anguish you have caused--he was one 0 the noblest
men ever created, brave and true to is country and word
you can't prove he ever injuried an innocent person.
A few days more and we were to of been married then go
south to trouble you no more. But through your influence
he was killed, sent to another world without even time to
pray or say good bye to his riends.
But thanks to God i you did kill his body you can't
touch his soul, no, and it is in t e spirit land now, the
cry of "the Osa es are comins" can awaken im no more, for
he now quietly sleeps in our little grave yard.
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But remember this, I am a girl but I can fire a
pis 01 and if ever the time comes I ~ill send some of
you to t e place lhere t ere's lIV1eeping and !mashing of
teeth", you a minister of God, you mean a minister of
the devil and a very superior one too. I have no more
to say t is time & you and your imps please accept the





(Taken from oswald Garrison Villard's John Brown, 1800-
1859 A Biography Fifty Years After, 665-666)
The citizens of Linn County, assembled in mass meeting
at Mound City, being greatly desirous 0 securing a permanent
peace to the people 0 the Ter itory enerally, and to those
along t e border of ~issouri in particular, have this day
entered into the following agreement and understanding, or
our ruture guidance and action, viz:
Article 1. All criminal processes, a ainst any and all
Free-State men, for any action of theirs prevent to this
date, grolin out of difficulties heretofore existin be-
tween the Free-State and pro-Slavery parties, s all be for-
ever discontinued and quashed.
Art. 2. All Free-State men eld in confinement for any
char es a ainst t em, on account of former dif iculties, be-
tween the Free State and pro-slavery parties, to be immediate-
ly released and discharged.
Art. 3. All pro-Slavery men, known to have been active-
ly and criminally enga ed in the former political difficulties
of the Territory, and who ave been forcibly expelled, shall
be compelled to remain a,ay, as a punishment or their oft
repeated and a ravated crimes.
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Art. 4. No troops. marshal or ot er 0 ficers of t e
General Government. shall be either sent or called in to
enforce or serve criminal processes against any Free-State
man or men. on account of troubles hereto ore existing. or
any act prior to t is date.
Art. 5. All parties s all ereafter in good faith dis-
continue, and thoroug ly discountenance acts of robbery.






(This letter to the ~ York Tribune and to the Lawrence
Republican is taken from William E. Connelley's History
of Kansas, 577-578)
Tradin8 post, Kansas, Jany.
___, 1859
Gents: you will 8reatly oblige a humble friend by allo~in8
me the use of your columns while I briefly state Two parallels
in my poor way. Not one year a80 Eleven quiet citi~ens of
this nei8hborhood (Viz.) Wm. Robertson, 1m. Colpetzer, Amos
Hall, Austin Hall, John Campbell, Asa Snyder, Thos. Stil~ell.
m. Hair8rove, Asa Hair8rove, Patrick Ross, and B. L. Reed,
~ere 8athered up from their work, & their omes by an armed
fiorce (under One Hamilton) & without trialj or opportunity
to speak in their o,m efense, were formed into a line & all
but one shot, Five killed & Five wounded. One fell unharmed,
pretendin to be dead. All were left for dead. ow I
inquire Ihat action as ever since (the occasion in lay last)
been taken by eit er the president of the United states;
the Governor of iasouri; the Governor of Kansas or any of
their tools; or by any proslavery 2£ administration ~?
•
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NoW for the otle~ parallel. On Sunday, the 19th of
December, a Ne ro map called Jim came over.to the Osa e
settlement from Missouri & stated that he, together wit
is \ ife, Two Children, & another egro man were to be sold
within a day or TWo & beged or help to get away. On Monday
night of the following day TWo small companies were made up
to go to ~issouri & forcibly liberate t e Five slaves,
together with other slaves. One of those companies I
assumed to direct. We proceeded to t e place, surrounded
the buildings, liberated the slaves; and also took certain
ot er property supposed to belong to the Estate. Ve however
learned before leaving that a portion of t e articles we
had taken belon ed to a man living on the plantation as a
tenant & who was supposed to have no interest in the Estate.
e promptly restored to im all ~ had taken so far I believe.
e then went to another were we freed Five more slaves,
took some property; & ~IO white men. We moved all slowly
away into the territory for some distance & then sent the
\1hite men back, tellin t em to ollow us as soon as t ey
chose to do so. T e ot er company freed One emale slave,
took some property; & as I am informed killed One ite an
(the master) who fought against the liberation.
Now for a comparison. Eleven persons are forcibly
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restored to t eir naturalj & unalienable ri hts ith but one
man killedj & all "Hell is stirred from beneath." It is
currently reported that the Governor of Missouri has made
a requisition upon the Governor 0 Kansas for the delivery
of all such as were concerned in the last named "dreadful
outragej" the arslall of Kansas is said to be collecting
a posse of issouri (not Kansas men) at ~est Poin in
issouri, a little town about Ten iles distant, to "enforce
the laws," & and all proslavery conservative Free state
dough faced men & administration tools are filled with Holy
horror.
Respect ully yours,
John Brown
